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Great holidays mostly come at the tail of the months of the each year, November and December. 
Here, I am a bit interested in sharing the brief history of holidays and significance in the commercial 
community, right from small retailers to big enterprises and most of the online businesses in the USA 
and around the globe.

There are three main holidays belong to the pre-winter holiday season:

After a lapse of one month, winter holidays arrive as mini-vacation in most of the Western countries of 
the world.

Factually, pre-winter Holiday Season is considering 
as ‘Super Bowl’ for online merchants.

It is because ecommerce can generate 30% more 
revenues compared to the entire year sales.

30%
?

Thanksgiving Day (Nov)

Black Friday (Nov)

Cyber Monday (Nov)

Christmas (Dec)

HOLIDAY SEASON - PRE-WINTER TO WINTER
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HISTORY OF HOLIDAY SEASON 



In the American history, Thanksgiving feast 
celebration started as an example of harmony 

between immigrant Europeans and Native 
Americans. Initial celebration in 1621 & lasted 

for three consecutive days.

THANKSGIVING DAY (NOV)

As its name suggests, the term was coined by 
the internet marketers. It is to grab the sales 

opportunities out of holiday mood of people 
after consecutive holidays of Thanksgiving, 

Black Friday, and weekend holidays (Saturday 
& Sunday). The main aim behind Cyber 

Monday is to persuade people to shop on 
Internet/Cyber Space.

CYBER MONDAY (NOV)

Therefore, people of the USA are celebrating 
the final Thursday of November month each 
year as Thanksgiving Day and the very next day 
as Black Friday. Government, non-government, 
and businesses are declaring holidays and 
people take a break from work. People like to 
relax or enjoy the holiday season in highly 
personalized ways.

BLACK FRIDAY (NOV)
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IMPORTANT SALES DAYS



For the sake of better understanding and scanning the content, I have fragmented the 

entire eBook into several topics and sub-topics described below.

However, initial topics illustrate the significance of holiday seasons for an ecommerce 

merchant. I have placed some statistics backing the rising sales and trends toward 

online shopping where multiple factors influencing the entire trade.

The greater parts of the eBook have devoted to inferences of previous sales reports and 

extracted suggestions, as well as a checklist to improve the performance of the 

ecommerce store for upcoming 2017’s holiday season.

Hope, my efforts surely add values in your ecommerce as well as your life!

Significance of Pre-winter Holidays at Commercial Eyes

Reports on 2016 Holiday Sales

Last Year’s Online Holiday Sales Trend

2017 Online Holiday Sales [Prediction]

2017 Online Holiday Sales Trend

Preparing eCommerce Stores for Holiday Season

a. Marketing & Sales Improvements Checklist

b. General Checklist

What after Holiday Sales?

How can we help you?

Bibliography
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In early days, Thanksgiving Day and Black Friday along with weekend holidays were considered a 
big commercial opportunity for only certain types of businesses chiefly, food, fashion, and tourism.
With the pace of time, Cyber Monday invented before a decade or two, and it has encouraged all 
types of shopping among the shopping lover folks in the USA and everywhere.

Recently, the Census Bureau of the Department of Commerce declared the USA ecommerce sales 
data. 

The data indicating the increased share of retail ecommerce in overall retail sales from 2016 to 2017 
and 1st quarter of 2017 to the 2nd quarter of 2017. Thus, retail ecommerce sales in the USA is highly 
promising.

The total retail sales were estimated $1,256.2 billion in the second quarter 
of 2017 with an increase of 0.5% from the first quarter.

The retail ecommerce sales were estimated $111.5 billion in the second 
quarter of 2017 with an increase of 4.8 % from the first quarter.

The sharp increase of 16.2% recorded in ecommerce for the 2nd quarter 
of 2017 from the 2nd quarter of 2016

Total retail sales increased 4.1% in the same period, and share of 
ecommerce accounted for 8.9% of the total retail sales

AMERICAN RETAIL E-COMMERCE SALES 

Factually, pre-winter Holiday Season is considering 
as ‘Super Bowl’ for online merchants. It is because 
ecommerce can generate 30% more revenues 
compared to the entire year sales.
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SIGNIFICANCE OF PRE-WINTER HOLIDAYS AT COMMERCIAL EYES
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SIGNIFICANCE OF PRE-WINTER HOLIDAYS AT COMMERCIAL EYES
According to Visa Retail Spending Monitor report for last five years, the Holiday spending in 2016 was 
the strongest. The ecommerce spending was up 19% with 14% growth in 2015. However, the Black 
Friday was recorded as the 6th largest shopping day in total spending during Holiday Week in 
November.

It is obviously indicating the significance of ecommerce growth in overall Holiday Sales in the USA 
market.

Holiday season are a Golden opportunity for online merchants. I would like to explore the online 
holiday sales that will helps to prepare your eCommerce storefront for the upcoming Holiday Sales – 
2017. 

The Retail industry in the USA is booming, and 
it is worth of $111.5 billion with 16.2% growth 

today and increasing steadily 
quarter-to-quarter according to the USA 

Census Bureau News August-2017.

Growth today

with
$111.5 BILLION

16.2% 
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ONLINE SHOPPING SHAPING HOLIDAY SPENDING TRENDS



I would like to begin it with Holiday Sales reports by Adobe. Of course, Adobe digital Insights has 
aggregated anonymous data from nearly 22.6 billion online visitors to the retail website, and the 
sales were measured based on actual transactions.

The internet has removed several constraints of physical stores and opened up the entire game for 
regional to global players. For instance, anyone can order from anywhere as far as shipping is within 
reach. It has resulted in a fiercely competitive market with deep discounts and myriads of offerings 
to woo the online shoppers. 

Therefore, the Holiday Sales record on Black Friday in 2016 
season has touched a new high of $3.34 billion, up 22% on last 

season of 2015, which was surprisingly higher than the sales 
record of 2014 Black Friday Sales.

2016 2015billion
3.34 22%
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REPORTS ON 2016 HOLIDAY SALES 



ONLINE SALES & GROWTH:

A steep rise in online sales and growth has recorded on Black Friday compared to Thanksgiving Day. 
However, a moderate increase observed on Cyber Monday compared to Black Friday in total sales.

A sharp decline has reported in the growth on Cyber Monday compared to Black Friday.

Total sales on the day

Sales growth in %

$1.93 billin $3.34 billion $3.39 billion

11.5% 21.6% 10.2%

Online Sales Thanksgiving Day Black Friday Cyber Monday

SHARES OF DIFFERENT DEVICES:

Among all devices, the share of aggregated mobile devices was the highest in bringing the traffic in 
Holiday shopping. However, desktops have overtaken the sales with a higher percentage. 

It indicates the journey of shoppers through devices that online shoppers love to browse the 
ecommerce stores using mobiles, but close the sales on the desktop like secure and UX focused 
devices.

Desktops

Mobiles

43% visits & 60% sales 45% visits & 64% sales 47% visits & 65% sales

57% visits & 40% sales 55% visits & 36% sales 53% visits & 35% sales

Smartphones 47% visits & 27% sales 45% visits & 25% sales 44% visits & 25% sales

Tablets 11% visits & 13% sales 10% visits & 11% sales 09% visits & 10% sales

Shares of/on: Thanksgiving Day Black Friday Cyber Monday
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ADOBE DATA FOR – NOVEMBER 24, 2016, & ONWARDS

REPORTS ON 2016 HOLIDAY SALES 



AOV (AVERAGE ORDER VALUE) FOR IOS AND ANDROID DEVICES:

Average order values were higher in iOS devices users compared to Android users. Surprisingly, AOV 
found the highest on Thanksgiving Day and pinpointing something awesome for ecommerce 
strategists.

iOS 

Android 

$145 $142 $139

$134 $130 $124

AOV Thanksgiving Day Black Friday Cyber Monday

CONVERSION RATE FOR DIFFERENT DEVICES:

As discussed earlier, mobiles are better in attracting traffic and engaging the shoppers in the 
conversion funnel, but actual conversions take place on desktops & tablets like larger and powerful 
devices due to constraints in payment or online transaction experiences.

For conversion, iOS users are more auspicious compared to Android.

iOS 

Android 

2.1 2.5 2.3

1.9 2.2 1.8

Desktops 4.4 4.0 4.3

Tablets 3.8 3.7 3.7

Conversion in % Thanksgiving Day Black Friday Cyber Monday
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THE SHARE OF SALES BY DIFFERENT SOURCES:

THE SHARE OF SALES BY DIFFERENT SOURCES:

Natural search seems dominant among all sources of the traffic and sales.

It seems natural that chance of product shortage is lower at the beginning of Holiday Sales period 
and goes up at the end.
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Search 

Direct 

36.4 38.3 35.5

24.9 25.3 23.8

Shopper Helper 17.7 16.5 18.5

Email 18.4 17.8 19.9

Display 1.6 1.2 1.3

Social 1.1 0.9 1.0

Share of Sales by 
sources in % Thanksgiving Day Black Friday Cyber Monday

Shortage in % 8.6 10.5 12

Thanksgiving Day Black Friday Cyber Monday
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THANKSGIVING DAY BLACK FRIDAY CYBER MONDAY

Top
Grossing

Electronics

Samsung 4k TVs, 
iPads, Xbox

iPad, Samsung 4k TVs, 
MacBook [MacBook Air 

13"], LG TVs, Xbox

Sony PlayStation 4, 
Microsoft Xbox, 

Samsung 4K TVs, Apple 
iPads and Amazon Fire

Top
Grossing

Toys

Electric Scooters & 
Vehicles for Kids, 
Drones, Lego Sets

Electric Scooters & 
Vehicles for Kids (Razor 

Electric), Nerf Guns, 
Lego Sets, DJI Phantom 

Drones, Barbie 
Dream-House

Lego sets, Shopkins, 
Nerf, Barbie and Little 

Live Pets

High
Out-of-Stock

Risks

NES Classic Edition, 
New Nintendo 3DS 

Super Mario, 
PlayStation VR Launch 

Bundle, Hatchimals, 
Kurio Smart Watches, 

Cozmo by Anki

NES Classic, PlayStation 
VR bundle, PS4 Call of 

Duty Black Ops Bundle,  
Beats Solo (certain 

colors), Nintendo 3DS 
XL Solgaleo Lunala 

Black Edition Gaming 
System, etc.

Beats By Dr. Dre 
Headphones, Garmin 

Vivofit Jr., Nintendo 2DS 
with Yo-Kai Watch 
Game and the Dell 

Inspiron 15 3000 Series 
for electronics, and Hot 

Wheels Super 6 Lane 
Raceway, etc.

PRODUCT PERFORMANCE:



NRF is the largest retail trade association of a broad range of brick and online retailers in the USA 
and more than 45 countries of the world. It has released some data on pre-winter holiday sales 
based on surveys conducted by Prosper Insights & Analytics. 

According to the reports, 100% of purchases for the customers were available on the sale, in-store 
as well as online. 

The following diagram indicates the business types and shopping percentage shopped on 
Thanksgiving Day and onwards in 2016 Holiday Sales.

Interestingly, consumers in 2016 shopped more by online routes (44%) than in-store purchases (40%) 
in the Holiday Shopping.

Moreover, they have recorded the Black Friday as the most popular day of the pre-winter Holiday 
Sales including Thursday (Thanksgiving Day), Saturday, Sunday, and Cyber Monday.

BUSINESS TYPES AND SHOPPING PERCENTAGES:

50.9%DEPARTMENT 
STORES 34.2%

DISCOUNT 
STORES

31.8%ELECTRONIC 
STORES 

28.4% CLOTHING & 
ACCESSORIES 

24.6%SUPERMARKET 
AND GROCERIES 11.9% LOCAL & SMALL 

BUSINESSES 

11.2%DRUG 
STORES 10.2% SPECIALTY 

STORES

8.8%CRAFTS OR 
FABRIC STORES

7.9% OUTLET 
STORES

6.2%OTHER 
STORES

5.1% THRIFT OR 
RETSALE STORES
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NRF DATA ON HOLIDAY SALES 2016

REPORTS ON 2016 HOLIDAY SALES 



NRF data also include the gift purchase patterns on Holiday Sales.

GIFT PURCHASE PATTERNS:

The surveyors have recorded the user devices used in the purchases too, and according to it-

MOBILE DEVICES USED:

50%
32%

30%
28%

20%

CLOTHING & ACCESSORIES

TOYS

ELECTRONICS GIFT CARDS

BOOKS, CDS, DVDS, 
VIDEOS OR VIDEO GAMES
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51

52

53

54

55

56

57

Users of
Smartphone

Users of Tablets

56%

53%



Recently, Statista, a leading statistics, and research firm have published data on eCommerce 
spending in the USA during the holiday sales period from 2009 to 2016.

Statisticians have recorded steady rise on the entire holiday season and for all three significant days, 
Thanksgiving Day, Black Friday, and Cyber Monday.

People have spent the US $ 1,287 million on the Thanksgiving Day, and nearly US $1,970 million spent 
on ecommerce buying on Black Friday of the 2016 year. Of course, on Cyber Monday, the spending 
was the US $ 2,671 in 2016.

USA Holiday Sales Online (In Million) from 2009-16 by Statista
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STATISTA REPORT ON HOLIDAY SALES 2016

REPORTS ON 2016 HOLIDAY SALES 

Thanksgiving Day Black Friday Cyber Monday
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The most amazing finding during the survey was that nearly more than half of the total respondents 
(51%) admitted that they had shopped exclusively online on the Black Friday.

Similarly, 73% consumers in the USA, who had shopped online, in-store, and both during the holiday 
season of 2016, agreed on that they shopped on Cyber Monday using only online channels out of 
both options.

Thus, the year 2016 proved the highest online spending year on Holiday Sales in the current decade 
that favoring the ecommerce trends among the Holiday shoppers.

SHOPPING USA CONSUMERS ONLINE IN 2016 HOLIDAY SALES
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Consumers Shopped on-

Black Friday Cyber Monday

70%

80%

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%

51%

73%



The First Data has analyzed transaction of nearly one million merchants to determine consumer 
spending patterns. 

COMPARISON BETWEEN OVERALL SPENDING & RETAIL SPENDING:
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FIRST DATA REPORT ON CONSUMER SPENDING DURING HOLIDAY SEASONS

REPORTS ON 2016 HOLIDAY SALES 

The First Data has inferred that 

The overall sales growth for the entire season was up 4.7%

The retail sales growth for the entire season was up 3.6%

Overall Spending Growth in %
4.7

1.8

3.7
2.7

3.4
2.8

5.6
7.5

7.8
10.6

Full screeen

Mid screeen

Thanksgiving to Cyber Monday

Thanksgiving & Black Friday

Pre-Holiday

0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0

Retail Spending Growth in %
3.6

3.2

2
1.8

1.6
3.4

5.8
5.8

9
3.5

Full screeen

Mid screeen

Thanksgiving to Cyber Monday

Thanksgiving & Black Friday

Pre-Holiday

0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0



COMPARISON BETWEEN BRICK-N-MORTAR & ECOMMERCE:
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The First Data has concluded that 

eCommerce accounted for 15.4%

Overall eCommerce growth was 12% at the cost of reducing growth of B&M

Brick-and-mortar spending was on declining due to increased popularity of eCommerce

eCommerce spending Growth in %

21.3
15.4

19
14.5

22.3
16

Full screeen

Mid screeen

Thanksgiving & Black Friday

0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0

B&M Spending Growth in %

78.7
84

81
85.5

77.7
85

Full screeen

Mid screeen

Thanksgiving & Black Friday

72.0 74.0 76.0 78.0 80.0 82.0 84.0 86.0 88.0



The chart (above) is indicating the spending patterns of the USA consumers during the month 
November over the years starting from 2008 to 2016. During the holiday season, the spending is 
seemingly higher compared to other weeks. It is due to deep discounts and offerings during the 
Holiday season.
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U.S.CONSUMER REPORT ON HOLIDAY SPENDING

REPORTS ON 2016 HOLIDAY SALES 

U.S Daily Spending in Now - 2008-16 (In USD)

According to U.S. Consumer report published in Gallup News, the USA consumers are spending 
average $128 over Black Friday Holiday weekend. A sharp increase is apparent in figures of last year 
– 2016 Holiday season.

Nov 1st Week Nov 2nd Week Nov 3rd Week Nov 4th Week
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2016
HOLIDAY SALES TREND

Now, the countdown for Holiday Sale 2017 has started, and pure ecommerce, as well as Omnichannel 
merchants, has begun their exercise to cope with upcoming challenges.

Thanks to mobility trends, it believes that coming holiday season would touch new marks in online selling 
and merchants has to keep ready their store, stock, and staff to provide maximum satisfaction to their 
existing as well as prospective customers.

In due course, I have preferred to revisit some statistics of previous Holiday Sales based on authentic 
reports online. I also have considered some significant cases and events to infer productive conclusions 
to depict sales pattern, consumer behavior, market trends, and expert opinions in the eBook.

To help my esteemed readers, I have added sections for suggestions and checklist based on the 
previous data as well as my years of experiences in the ecommerce niche.

Therefore, I hope my endeavors remain worth to my beloved readers, merchants, and observers who 
wish to use my eBook as a reference and willingly implement my suggestions in their ecommerce 
business.

Last year, 2016 the Holiday Season eclipsed at an earlier stage 
by the USA presidential election. Despite some fallbacks, the 
overall Holiday Sales growth was 3.6% higher than the previous 
year, 2015. Amazingly, Cyber Monday had topped $1 billion in 
online sales.



People love to do everything on mobiles including shopping. Holiday Sales is not spared from the 
mobile mania. For instance, PayPal has reported that 1/3 of its monetary transactions taken place 
through mobile devices including smartphones and tablets.

The real reason for higher mobile surfing for shopping is that hardly anyone loves to fight with fellow 
humans in long queues for in-store shopping. People compare the net prices of the goods online 
and offline by considering discounts and shipping costs.

When they find some equality, they lean on ecommerce and utilize their leisure positively.

IN DUE COURSE, FOLLOWING FIGURES ARE INTERESTING:

BEWARE OF MOBILE FACTS

36% of total digital sales generated through mobile 
channels on Black Friday 2016

It was eclipsing $1 Billion sales in a single day of the history 
and taken place on Black Friday

Smartphone accounted 25% of total online sales and 
tablets 11% according to Adobe data

Apple iOS has garnered AOV of $142 and Android $130

30%
19%

60%
30%

26%

CONVERSION BY 
DESKTOP DEVICES

CONVERSION 
BY SMARTPHONES

SHOPPERS FIND 
SMARTPHONE LESS PRACTICAL 

BELIEVED IMPROVED 
PRODUCT IMAGE QUALITY 

ON DESKTOPS

OPINED EASIER 
NAVIGATION ON DESKTOPS
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MOBILE CONVERSIONS CLIMB

LAST YEAR'S HOLIDAY SALES TREND



Thanks to the increased pattern of online shopping, the Holiday Sales starts happening in early days 
of November, and only 9.1% spending recorded during the real Holiday week at the end of 
November.

It is because people love to spend their holiday time on various recreational and entertainment 
activities rather than wasting in the standing in the queues for in-store shopping. 

Similarly, they prefer early online shopping to obtain on-time delivery of the ordered goods. The 
same pattern observed in the Christmas holidays. Therefore, the two weeks before the Christmas 
have grabbed only 27% of Holiday Sales in 2016.

In short, ecommerce merchants have to prepare the store earlier, right from the beginning of 
November to catch the maximum revenues out of Holiday Sales.

Note: Top 5 spending days shown in gold
Sources: VisaNet: Business and Economic Insights

2016 Share of holiday retail spending by day

0.0%

0.5%

1.0%

1.5%

2.0%

2.5%

3.0%

Thanksgiving 
through Cyber 

Monday accounted 
for 9.1% of all 

holiday spending

27.1% of 
spending occurred 

in the two weeks 
before Christmas
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EARLY SHOPPING PATTERN IN THE HOLIDAY SEASON

LAST YEAR'S HOLIDAY SALES TREND



The National Retail Federation’s (NRF) has surveyed holiday shoppers in 2016. 

These figures indicate declining tendencies of Black Friday holiday shoppers towards in-store 
shopping. They obviously avoid waking up early in the morning and standing in long queues. It is 
thanks to convenient online shopping through desktops and mobiles even while on the go!

20% headed out after 10 A.M. on Black Friday, and it was the largest 
group of shoppers

Less than 15% arrived by 6 A.M. or earlier on Black Friday

Only 7% of consumers headed to stores before 5 A.M. on 
Thanksgiving Day. 

In-store shopping dropped by 19% on Thanksgiving Day
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IN-STORE SALES DROP

LAST YEAR'S HOLIDAY SALES TREND



Interestingly, consumers in 2016 shopped more by online routes (44%) than in-store purchases (40%) 
in the Holiday Shopping. 

Physical retail stores have recorded a significant drop in foot traffic in 2016 compared to 2015 for 
Holiday seasons. For instance,

FOOT TRAFFIC ON BLACK FRIDAY SALES

1.9% drop in the USA foot traffic from 101 million in 2015 to 99.1 million in 2016

5% drop in the UK foot traffic 
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50.9%DEPARTMENT 
STORES 34.2%

DISCOUNT 
STORES

31.8%ELECTRONIC 
STORES 

28.4% CLOTHING & 
ACCESSORIES 

24.6%SUPERMARKET 
AND GROCERIES 11.9% LOCAL & SMALL 

BUSINESSES 

11.2%DRUG 
STORES 10.2% SPECIALTY 

STORES

8.8%CRAFTS OR 
FABRIC STORES

7.9% OUTLET 
STORES

6.2%OTHER 
STORES

5.1% THRIFT OR 
RETSALE STORES

The following diagram indicates the business types and shopping percentage shopped on 
Thanksgiving Day and onwards in 2016 Holiday Sales.

BUSINESS TYPES AND SHOPPING PERCENTAGES:



Our general perception regarding genders in buying behavior that women are shopaholics and buy 
more than men. Unfortunately. Mindshare reported in a survey that men spent nearly 69% more than 
women on Black Friday and Cyber Monday during the recent holiday season. 

WHO SPENT THE MOST – MALE OR FEMALE?

IN FACT, 

The sharp difference leads us to conclude that we should not ignore males in our ecommerce 
campaigns and must target properly to woo them more on holiday shopping.

SIMILARLY,

Women purchase early and drive the mobile web search twice compared to men

Men play the waiting game but accomplish buying completely with the least but 
accurate search 

MOREOVER, ACCORDING TO A SURVEY,

69% male considered that Black Friday holiday sales bring uniquely special deals so they 
shop more

58% females believe the same
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GENDER IMPACTS ON HOLIDAY SALES

LAST YEAR'S HOLIDAY SALES TREND

Men have spent 
average $417 on 
holiday shopping 

Women have spent 
average $247 on holiday 

shopping



Customers under the age group of 18-34 considered as a millennial group because they are likely 
born in between the 1980s to 2000. The buying behavior of millennial found distinct and interesting 
on many fronts. For instance

Consumers planning  to shop on major 2016 shopping days (Percent, by age)

On holiday sales, the eight (8) out of ten (10) millennial have shopped over the Black 
Friday holiday weekend starting from Thanksgiving Day to Cyber Monday. 

The spending was average $338, which was next to the older adults.

National Retail Federation (NRF) has reported that millennials are more likely shopping 
during holiday week of Black Friday than any other age group. 

The half of all millennial use online ways of shopping.

Millennial begin holiday shopping earlier than Thanksgiving Day and reach at peak on 
Black Friday followed by Cyber Monday. See in the following fig.
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MILLENNIAL AND HOLIDAY SALES

LAST YEAR'S HOLIDAY SALES TREND

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Thanksgiving Day

Black Friday

Cyber Monday



Millennial mostly rely on tech advancements and mobile shopping is favorite, as 

One exciting news is that nearly 56% of millennial used ecommerce route for their holiday shopping 
last year and 62% plan to do this year. Ecommerce must be ready to leverage the increased trends 
of online shopping among the millennial.

ONLINE SHOPPING BEHAVIOR OF MILLENNIAL

77%
prefer ecommerce 

over in-store 
purchase.

40%
browse catalog and 

inventory.

33%
check reviews and 

ratings.

52%
doing comparative 

shopping.
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Business has a common goal that reaches where the targeted audience is. To cover the maximum 
portion of the audience, modern businesses use multiple channels. For example, physical stores, 
ecommerce website, ecommerce mobile app, email marketing, social media, and SEO like various 
techniques of the Internet marketing.

When a business has brick stores as well as online presence including a mobile app, it considers as 
Omnichannel approaches, and it can reap the most out of it. Therefore, Adobe has reported 

30% increase in holiday sales on average 

for the retailers u
sed Omnichannel 

compared to single channel users

25% Omnichannel retailers h
ave received 

higher AOV (Average Order Value)

30% 25%
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RETAILERS REAP OMNICHANNEL OFFERINGS

LAST YEAR'S HOLIDAY SALES TREND

The modern retailers must pursue the business actively by building up the targeted 
audience on all possible platforms including brick-n-mortar, on the web, and through a 
mobile app by implementing the latest marketing techniques and tools.

TAKEAWAYS:



There are many products available in the various stores in our vicinity. To find the best deal, we need 
to visit the store by spending time, burning fuel, and making efforts to grab the best deal from the 
storekeepers or salespeople.

If you are able to check the inventory of all those stores with home comfort, pay for it, and run to 
pick it up immediately right from the nearby store, would you like it?

Fortunately, it is not a dream scenario for online shoppers who are carrying location-based shopping 
and bring the product home along with them. The in-store pickup is increasingly becoming a 
popular trend among the customers use Omnichannel ways of shopping.

ACCORDING TO RECEN T SURVEYS:

28%

59%

13%

28% agreed on that it was 
exceeding their aspirations

Only 13% found it below their 
expectations 

59% have admitted that in-store 
pickup met their expectations

59% have admitted that in-store pickup met their expectations

28% agreed on that it was exceeding their aspirations

Only 13% found it below their expectations 
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BEST OF BOTH: BUY ONLINE, PICK UP IN-STORE

LAST YEAR'S HOLIDAY SALES TREND



Despite such high adaptability, in-store pickup tendencies are slowing down during Holiday Sales. 
The obvious reason for it seems extensive traveling during the Holiday Seasons and purchased 
products need to ship directly through ecommerce rather than an in-store pickup.

By the following visual, we can realize it.

WE CAN SEE THAT:

82% love direct shipping by ecommerce during Holiday Seasons against 46% during the 
normal days

55% prefer in-store pickup during holidays while 76% during normal days

DELIVERY PREFERENCES OF US CONSUMERS IN 2015
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We are living in multi-channel sales era where physical store shopping exists naturally as the 
traditional method. Online shopping through ecommerce website is not more than a decade-long 
phenomenon. 

The mobile application as mobile commerce is an 
innovation of the very recent past and altogether different 
yet unique channels for modern commerce.

Therefore, ecommerce experts flag red signal when any 
business think mobile app as an extension of an 
ecommerce site. Mobile commerce experiences are 
unique and come with peculiarities such as push 
notifications, catalog surfing, and location awareness. 

In order to gauge the mobile usage during the holiday 
season, Urban Airship has picked up push notification data 
as a metric of mobile app activities on m-commerce sales. 
Data scientists have analyzed 200+ leading global retail 
apps using Urban Airship solutions.

NOTIFICATIONS

Retailers have sent 56% more notification regarding holiday sales in 2016 compared to 
2015.

The retailers were targeting 88% of app notifications in highly personalized ways using 
data on shopper’s location, preferences, and behaviors. 

Personalized app notifications have recorded 129% increase in the app engagement 
rate against common push notifications.

The USA retailers have observed 33% sales made under the influence of app push 
notification activity. 

The USA retailers have observed 33% sales made under the influence of app push 
notification activity. 

Only 12% notifications were common to all.

In terms ROI, it was $261 in revenue against $1 spent on notification.

155M+ notifications sent on Cyber Monday with 200 retail apps.
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SIGNIFICANCE OF MOBILE APPS IN HOLIDAY SALES

LAST YEAR'S HOLIDAY SALES TREND



Google has published it Google Analytics data based on the accounts of the merchants who have 
observed conversions during November-2015 to January-2016.

In short, the significance of mobiles in Holiday Sales is high and increasing with the pace of time. 
Push notification is the best marketing strategy to grab high ROI, and user experiences play a vital 
role for higher app engagements during the period of the holiday season.

APP DOWNLOAD & INSTALLATION

MOBILE CONVERSION RATE:

Average daily app installation 
rate was 24% higher in November 

than in October.

The app download and installation spiked 
above 900K on Thanksgiving Day. 

It peaked at 1.2M+ on Black Friday.  

On Black Friday – more than 30% conversion 
reported on merchant websites.

On Cyber Monday – more than 50% 
conversion reported. 
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Just like normal days, shopping cart abandonment takes place during holiday sales and with some 
distinct patterns. Therefore, let’s explore the shopping cart abandonment and retargeting email 
conversion rate during the holiday season.

Brilliance has provided data based on the survey during Peak Week including Black Friday to Cyber 
Monday holidays.

SHOPPING CART ABANDONMENT & CONVERSION IN HOLIDAY SALES

Shopping cart abandonment rate found the highest in smartphones with 78.1%.

Shopping cart abandonment rate in desktops (63.8%) and tablets (64.5%) found almost 
similar.

Conversion through retargeting email campaign reported the highest in desktops with 
20.8% followed by tablets 18.6% and smartphones 14.1%. 

Average cart abandonment rate found 68.8%.

Average email conversion rate after cart abandonment found 17.6%.
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SHOPPING CART ABANDONMENT

LAST YEAR'S HOLIDAY SALES TREND
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Brilliance also has provided shopping cart abandonment data targeting the USA audience and its 
device types used in holiday sales or shopping.

SHOPPING CART ABANDONMENT BY DEVICE BY USA AUDIENCE IN HOLIDAY SALES

The average shopping cart abandonment rate is higher in the USA as well 
as among global audience compared to the UK.

Desktops exhibit lower cart abandonment rate compared to tablets and 
smartphones.

Smartphones have the highest cart abandonment rate in all territories.
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Cart Abandonment Rate by Device in Holiday Sales-2016
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Desktops like larger screens are offering convenience and additional security features to the 
online shoppers, which are missing in the case of tablets and smartphones. Take help of 
responsive web designers to make your website seamlessly available across the devices 
and provide the same user experiences.

TAKEAWAYS:



User-generated content like given below are getting prominence on ecommerce landscape too.

SIGNIFICANCE OF USER GENERATED CONTENT (UGC) IN ECOMMERCE 

Social media posts – on Facebook 

Ratings & reviews – on Review site as well as incorporated 
in product pages

Photos/images – on Pinterest 

Videos – on YouTube 

Email feedback – Directly from users

@

SMS
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USER GENERATED CONTENT (UGC)

LAST YEAR'S HOLIDAY SALES TREND



In a sense, ecommerce visitors weigh more on UGC than any other things influencing the buying 
decision. The reasons for it are obvious.

UGC is from the true users of the products, so opinion of true users make more sense 
than any sales speech posted by ecommerce marketing team.

UGC build a trust and confidence among the prospective patrons who are going to 
make a purchase.

Online visitors love UGC and get more engagement with products after 
consuming UGC.

Influence of UGC is profound to women of all ages and youth shoppers 
under 30.

97% shoppers are more likely convert with an ecommerce who had interacted with 
UGC on the store or social media pages

85% customers found UGC more influential than anything else to make buying 
decision.

60% young ecommerce visitors under 25 have admitted that social 
media like YouTube have influenced their decisions. 
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Social networking channels can leave great impacts on holiday sales. Recently, Salesforce has 
reported 51% increase in social media posts mentioning retail sales events compared to last year.

Salesforce has noted social mention such as likes, share, re-tweet, and much more of Black Friday 
and Cyber Monday in November month of 2016.

SOCIAL MENTIONS OF HOLIDAY SALES EVENTS

There were nearly 934,000 mentions in 2016

It was 50.8% up from 2015 with 619,558 mentions

It was 78.9% up from 2014 with 522,000 mentions
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SOCIAL MEDIA AND HOLIDAY SALES

LAST YEAR'S HOLIDAY SALES TREND
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Conversations regarding Black Friday were found higher than Cyber Monday on various social 
media in the last holiday season and generated 4x higher volume. It indirectly indicates the 
popularity of Black Friday.

SOCIAL MEDIA CONVERSATIONS

TOP BRANDS IN SOCIAL MEDIA DURING BLACK FRIDAY DEALS WEEK CAMPAIGN

Amazon received 27,413 social mentions on social media with several 
offerings

Sephora USA Inc. received 26,183 mentions by offering surprise Flash Deals right on the 
Black Friday 

REI received 24,238 mentions in the sales holiday campaign 
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Trends for Social Media Conversations about Black Friday (Nov 25th) 
and Cyber Monday (Nov 28th) by Hour

Black Friday received close to 4X the amount of conversations as Cyber Monday

Black Friday Cyber Monday
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The Salesforce team has analyzed three leading business categories or industries for their social buzz 
during holiday sales period.

The total 23,451 Facebook pages published by these industries.

Thus, the retail industry has leveraged the most out of social media for its Black Friday holiday week 
started from November 21-31, 2016.

TOP INDUSTRIES IN SOCIAL MEDIA DURING BLACK FRIDAY DEALS WEEK CAMPAIGN

Ecommerce - 7,865 pages

Retail - 11,148 pages

Electronic - 4,438 pages
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Facebook Pages for Holiday sales
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The Statista has published a report on the social networking share during holiday sales season of 2016 
based on the share of visits. 

MOST POPULAR SOCIAL NETWORKING SITES IN THE USA DURING NOVEMBER 2016

Facebook emerged as market leader with 42.1% share

YouTube remained in second place with 25.2% share

Twitter stayed in the third position with 5.3% share
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Social Visit Share on Holiday Sales-Nov-2016 (In %)

Social Visit Share on Holiday Sales-Nov-2016 (In %)
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Salesforce has reported a shift in customer sentiments on social media sites just before and after the 
Thanksgiving Day.

CONSUMER SENTIMENT ON SOCIAL MEDIA DURING HOLIDAY SALES PERIOD

A SHARP DECLINE OF 5% RECORDED-

Before Thanksgiving Day, it was 78.6%

After Thanksgiving Day, it was 72.7%
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Consumer Sentiment During Holiday Sales on Social Media

It gives hints regarding social media campaign that marketers must the reap holiday 
sentiments of the people for ecommerce sales.

TAKEAWAYS:

Consumer Sentiment During Holiday Sales on Socil Media
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In 2010, American Express populated an event to 
drive holiday shoppers to small businesses. It has 
selected Saturday, next to Black Friday, and coined 
a name for it as Small Business Saturday.

With the pace of time, it has grown into a kind of 
social movement to support startups and small 
businesses among the society.

SMALL BUSINESS SATURDAY & SOCIAL MEDIA

However, small businesses are better off with physical visits of customers and avoid shipment or 
delivery in most cases.

In 2016, American Express has reported 135 million social media engagement such as 
likes, comments, shares, video views, and much more.

In 2015, the social engagement on Small Business Saturday was 85 million, and it 
increased 63% in 2016.

It has reported 250K social media posts on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and other 
social networking sites.

Twitter has observed various hashtags on this occasions such as #ShopSmall, 
#SmallBizSat, and #DineSmall.

Apart from it, #SmallBusinessSaturday, #ShopSmallForAll, #ShowSmallSaturday, and 
#ShopSmallBusinessSaturday used widely.

AE reported 6.6 million fans on Facebook and 3.5 million fans on Small Business Saturday 
page

BUY

120$
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Paid search engine ads and various mobile ads are blooming on holiday season. In due course, Tune 
had run a survey on mobile ads and revealed some astounding facts regarding ads during the 
holiday season.

Surveyors have compared Black Friday ads with normal Friday ads. Similarly, Cyber Monday ads with 
average Monday ads. They found-

App installs have determined during holidays and compared with average days.

DOUBLE ADS FOUND ON HOLIDAYS

APP INSTALL ON BLACK FRIDAY & CYBER MONDAY

170% rise in ad impressions on Black Friday than the normal Friday 

214% increase in ad impressions on Cyber Monday than average Monday

7% more app installations have reported on Black Friday 

03% more app installations have reported on Cyber Monday  
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HOLIDAY-SPECIFIC AD CAMPAIGNS

LAST YEAR'S HOLIDAY SALES TREND
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Ad opens have determined during holidays and compared with average days.

APP OPEN RATE ON BLACK FRIDAY & CYBER MONDAY

13% more ad opens have reported on Black Friday 

15% more ad opens have reported on Cyber Monday  

It indicates a stable ad pattern during the holiday season with additional preparations for marketing 
incentives.

STABLE AD PATTERN

In 2015, Tune observed a steep peak of ads on Black Friday and Cyber 
Monday. 

In 2016, it was a gentle slope running throughout the entire holiday week, 
with an extra push on Black Friday and Cyber Monday. 
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Black Friday 2016

12% more ad clicks

Black Friday

Average: Previous 21 Friday

7% more app Installs

Black Friday

Average: Previous 21 Friday

13% more app opens

Black Friday

Average: Previous 21 Friday

13% more ad clicks

Black Friday

Average: Previous 21 Friday

3% more app Installs

Black Friday

Average: Previous 21 Friday

15% more app opens

Black Friday

Average: Previous 21 Friday



Email marketing is considering the best traditional marketing tactics to drive sales, and it is also 
working during the Holiday Seasons. Inboxes are brimming with various offers and promotions during 
the entire period of Holiday Sales.
 
Recent surveys on email marketing in holiday seasons of last two years have revealed several facts, 
and some of those have highlighted below:

In 2016 the total estimated email sent during the entire season was 400 M.

Moreover, Black Friday has observed the highest volume among the rest of the days during the 
holiday season.

IT WAS SIGNIFICANTLY HIGHER THAN THE PREVIOUS YEAR – 2015. 

VOLUME OF EMAIL SENT

40% - on Black Friday 

30% on Cyber Monday

Thanksgiving Day – 95 M

Black Friday – 116.5 M

Cyber Monday – 106 M
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THE IMPACT OF EMAIL CAMPAIGNS

LAST YEAR'S HOLIDAY SALES TREND
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Out of 400 M emails, the total of 63 M (Nr. 15%) found opened during the holiday season of 2016.

Out of 63 M email opened, 9 M links in email clicked. 

EMAIL OPENING RATE

EMAIL LINK CLICK THROUGH RATE (CTR)

On Thanksgiving Day – 17 M emails opened

On Black Friday – 19 M emails opened, as it was a peak in itself because 
people have time to read email when turkey had got cooked!

On Cyber Monday – 15 M email opened

On Saturday and Sunday – nearly 5 M emails opened
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Out of 63 M email opened, 9 M links in email clicked. 

EMAIL SEND TIME

The success of email campaign can determine the best by conversion rate through emails sent.

The survey by MailChimp has revealed that the email marketers have achieved average $97 of sales 
per customers. It was $3 higher than the purchases made through other channels than emails.

EMAIL PURCHASE RATE

On Thanksgiving Day – links in 2.5 M emails clicked

On Black Friday – links in 2.8 M emails clicked in 2016 and 3 M in 2015

On Cyber Monday – links in 2.0 M emails clicked in 2016 and 2.2 M in 2015

On Saturday and Sunday – nearly links in 0.8 M emails clicked

ON THANKSGIVING DAY 

E M A I L S  H A V E  S E N T
10:00 AM - 9M

12:00 AM - 7M
E M A I L S  H A V E  S E N T

On Black Friday

E M A I L S  H A V E  S E N T
09:00 AM - 13M

10:00 AM - 11M
E M A I L S  H A V E  S E N T

On Cyber Monday

E M A I L S  H A V E  S E N T
09:00 AM - 13M

10:00 AM - 10M
E M A I L S  H A V E  S E N T

On Saturday and Sunday

E M A I L S  H A V E  S E N T
10:00 AM - 5.5M
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Average order total for Black Friday & Cyber MOnday customers
who purchased through an email campaign

Purchased through other source Purchased through campaign activity

$92 .50
$92.00
$91.50
$91.00

$94 .50
$94.00
$93.50
$93.00

$96 .50
$96.00
$95.50
$95.00



Today we have the Internet access easy and even while on the go! Thanks to various handheld 
devices with a greater degree of mobility.
 
Email marketers have recorded impacts of various devices on email campaign success rate and 
inferred the following conclusions.

DEVICE IMPACTS ON EMAIL CAMPAIGN

Among the smartphones, iPhone has observed 31.1% opening rate

Android phones have 9.9% opening rate

Among the tablets, iPad occupied 8.4% email opening rate

Desktops devices occupy nearly half of total devices where emails have 
opened during the holiday seasons including

Windows OS (41.3%)
Linux OS (0.6%)
OS X (7.7%)
Other devices (1.0%) 
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Desktop iPhone Android iPad

Device Opens on Black Friday - 2-16(in %)

8.4%

31.1%
50.6%

9.9%

Mobiles are gaining ground for email opening rate for email campaigners because mobile 
devices are handy and easy to open Gmail like email apps as soon as email notifications 
arrive. Therefore, email marketers use shorter email subject lines to offer comfort to the 
mobile email users. However, nine words email subject line has the highest popularity but 
two to four words email subject lines have the highest engagement rate due to increased 
tendencies towards the mobility.

TAKEAWAYS:



If you are concerned with affiliate marketing and would like to know affiliate marketing trends and 
strategies for the coming (2017) Black Friday holiday season, you must have a look at the CJ 
(Commission Junction) Affiliate holiday intelligence report published for 2016.

From the Monday before Thanksgiving Day to Cyber Monday is consider as Peak Week as the 
highest traffic and sales are reporting during the span. The report has given some insights in due 
course.

COMMISSION JUNCTION (CJ) INSIGHTS FOR HOLIDAY SALES

ORDER AND REVENUE SHARE IN PEAK WEEK 2016

Order in peak week increased 24% from the normal week. It was 5% higher 
than last year

Overall revenue increased 28% from the normal week. It was same as 
the previous year
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COMMISSION JUNCTION (CJ) INSIGHTS FOR HOLIDAY SALES

LAST YEAR'S HOLIDAY SALES TREND
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Another change in the shopping behavior during the peak reported as increased the AOV (Average 
Order Value) or basket size despite less frequent shopping or few orders.

It was 31% on Thanksgiving Day, 30% on Black Friday, and 23% higher on Cyber Monday against the 
normal days. The basket sizes the average $117 in 2016 against $104 spent in peak week of 2015.

It indicates that the USA visitors are spending more per visit during holiday peak week despite fewer 
visits.

BASKET SIZE IN PEAK WEEK 2016

Recently, online merchants are leaning more towards strong gift card promotions and tie up with 
express shipping providers for fast and on-time delivery. It has incentivized online customers to buy 
more as well as boosted their confidence to receive the order within promised dates.

Therefore, many shoppers have ordered their holiday shopping on last moments to two or three days 
prior to the actual holidays. CJ reports have observed increased order values during December 
16-24, 2016 as late-season orders.

LATE SEASON ORDER VALUES
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Growth in AOV during Peak Week 2016
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Thus, it exhibits 24% increase in late season order values and extended holiday season for online 
sales.

If you have carefully observed the customer journey for last three or more years, you might have 
noticed that earlier shoppers were accessing ecommerce through mobile devices like smartphones 
and tablets.

They used to find the online shop and browse the products, as well as add the products into 
shopping cart using smartphones, but not complete the checkout process due to insecurity and 
discomfort on tiny and touch gesture-based screens.

INCREASED SMARTPHONE USAGE
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They used to go on either desktops or tablets with larger screens 
than smartphones. Fortunately, with the advent of technologies, 
smartphones are a larger size than before and extremely 
user-friendly as well as secure to make payment as well as 
feeding sensitive data.

It also reflects in the holiday sales pattern where we find the 
increased percentage of mobile orders through smartphones 
against declining pattern of tablet devices in CJ report.

2015 AOV was
In $92 2016 AOV was

In $114
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It has rendered tablets irrelevant for conversion in holiday online sale.

An affiliate program requires different types of publishers to achieve online success such as:

Smartphones order value share was 78%, which was 11% higher than previous year

Tablet order value share was 22%, which was 26% lesser than last year

[Publisher Trends] FOR COMPARATIVE SHOPPING

1
AD

NETWORK

2CONTENT

3 COUPON

4INCENTIVES

5 SEARCH

6SOCIAL
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Up than last year

Down than last yeat

11% 

26% 

% of Total Mobile Orders in Holiday Sales in USA



These different types of publishers provide their shares in holiday sales conversion at different 
degrees. In 2016 holiday season they have achieved unique sales peaks. 

The contribution of content and ad network found significantly higher compared to others.

Publishers also leave impacts on total numbers of orders through mobiles. CJ reports have depicted 
how device type works in ecommerce sales growth.

FOR MOBILE SALES GROWTH (DESKTOP VS. MOBILE)

Conversion Rate

Share of Clicks

-29%

+33%

+2%

+14%

-19%

-9%

+5%

-8%

+7%

-9%

-12%

+37%

In Holiday Season Ad network Content Coupon Incentives SocialSearch
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% of Totle Oders (Desktops vs. Mobiles)
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Email publishers have the highest mobile growth with 56%. It is because surfing email is 
easy & quick on mobiles

Social and Content publishers have almost 50/50 splits in share of mobile vs. 
desktop

Ad network, incentives, and search publishers exhibit declining growth in mobile orders 
due to preference on large screen for comparative shopping

THE CHART DEPICTS –
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Affiliate marketers should pay attention to mobile ad for content and social publishing

Pay attention to international shipping and increase reach to global audience by 
recruiting publishers

Emphasis on express shipping, gift cards, and gift subscription ads even during the last 
week or moment of holiday shopping

TAKEAWAYS:



We have explored the data in the ‘In-Store Drop’ section that brick-and-mortar businesses are losing 
the sales on Thanksgiving Day and Black Friday against the increased tendencies towards 
eCommerce through a range of devices including mobiles.

In the case of Cyber Monday, no in-store sales loss observed comparatively. It is because as its name 
suggests, Cyber Monday was invented keeping online shopping in mind with the advent of the 
internet technologies.

Unfortunately, it is not true for the Thanksgiving Day and Black Friday like traditional holiday sales 
pattern. People used to shop 100% from brick stores in the absent of Cyberspace before one or two 
decades back.

Adobe has marked the Cyber Monday sales $3.39 billion against the Black Friday as a single and 
biggest online shopping day in the history with $3.12 billion ecommerce sales in 2016.

Thus, Cyber Monday Sales found higher than Black Friday like traditional sales every year, and it was 
10.2% higher from than a year ago.
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CYBER MONDAY STILL KING

LAST YEAR'S HOLIDAY SALES TREND

 Cyber Monday Black Friday

Cyber Monday sales $3.39 billion

 Black Friday sales $3.12 billion



Salesforce has accumulated data on Free Shipping offerings during Holiday Sales in 2015.

Shoppers love in-store shopping in the vicinity when other factors are as same as it is available 
online. It is because consumers can bring the products home/office immediately once the payment 
made-free shipping!

During the holiday sales, smart merchants increase the Free Shipping budget as well as offer the free 
shipping options even earlier than ever. It makes the product available right on the Black Friday 
without standing in the queues and spending a penny on shipping for the holiday shoppers.

36% shoppers have admitted that they would like to go for the online 
shopping only when free shipping option is available

36% shoppers have admitted that they would like to go for the online 
shopping only when free shipping option is available

Some lacks the patience to wait for shipped product, and they 
admitted it

AS THE RESULTS:
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FREE SHIPPING

LAST YEAR'S HOLIDAY SALES TREND
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During the cyber week, average 82% of online orders shipped for free of 
charge in Holiday Sales season of 2016. It was a slight decline from an 
average of 85% in 2015.

50% retailers have increased their free-shipping budget and cover 
more items as well as long distances to attract more sales. 

33% retailers have chosen to offer free-shipping offers very early from 
the Peak Week and extended it to catch more revenues.
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It pinpoints towards a fact that if retail or any online business is refraining from offering free 
shipping, shoppers will find it elsewhere.  It may be your competitor’s site!

TAKEAWAYS:
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2017
ONLINE HOLIDAY SALES [PREDICTION]

I have made some foreseeing predictions for the upcoming Holiday Sales season in November 2017 
based on the previous sales data published by Adobe and Statista reports. 



Therefore, the overall holiday season of 2017 would witness turnover of $ 9.75 billion to $10.04 billion 
with 12.57% to 15.96% growth for 2017 holiday season. 

In short, the overall Holiday Sales picture is glorious, and ecommerce, as well as Omnichannel 
businesses, should keep their preparations ready, as time is rapidly counting down!

CHECKLIST

The Thanksgiving Day – 2017 would drive $2.05 to USD 2.10 billion sales. It is 
6% to 9% growth from the previous years.

On Black Friday – 2017, the overall sales may hit $4.04 to $4.14 billion 
marks, which cumulatively indicating 21% to 24% growth.

The Cyber Monday – 2017 may have $3.66 to $3.8 billion overall sales that 
indicating 8% to 12% growth.

THOSE VALUABLE PREDICTIONS ARE:
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 ONLINE HOLIDAY SALES [PREDICTION]

Overall holiday season of 2017 
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2017
ONLINE HOLIDAY SALES TREND

eCommerce merchants in the USA have to face stiff competitions to sustain and grow. Holiday sales 
may prove a savior for many and foundation for a bright future as well.

Now, the biggest question is how to leverage the holiday seasons in 2017-18?

Of course, one has to look back and dig statistical data of previous seasons. Oh! Who has time to surf a 
plenty of sites, extract the data, and run analysis to infer the useful?

Perhaps, none is prepared to do so. Therefore, I have taken the bid to do all on behalf of the USA 
merchants and businesses with an online presence. I hope my hard work may yield sweet fruits to the 
ecommerce merchants who aspire to touch high of the holiday sales by acquiring new customers, 
retaining the loyal ones, and increasing the cart size to grab more and more revenues.

In due course, I have present mind-blogging data into comprehensive and alluring ways and place 
trends, suggestions, and checklists to kick-start your holiday sales 2017!



During the holiday season, a big portion of ecommerce visitors belongs to first-time visitor category. 
They come with various purposes other than buying the products/services such as search the 
products, price comparison, and store info collection.

Whatever the intentions, you must engage them by providing whatever they want, with easy and 
fast way as well as with the best user experiences. 

You can please them by offering some free lead magnets including 
heavy discounts, and big deals.

Make easily available FAQs, live chat, and Chatbot like basic to 
advanced tools to assist them gracefully 

Use marketing automation tools for one-time visitors to offer them 
personalized experiences

If possible, convince them to create an account with your store in 
non-intrusive and polite ways, otherwise, let them check out as guest 
customer 
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According to the census bureau report, millennial (who born in between 1982-2000) now 83.1 million 
in number. It consists of 1/3 of the entire population of the USA. So, how can any business ignore the 
targeting such huge audience?

The wise ecommerce merchants like to examine their likes, preferences, shopping habits, buying 
behavior and much more on holiday sales. For instance,

In short, ecommerce merchants used to consider the given facts regarding millennial generation 
(18-34y) during their holiday sales preparations and reap the most out of the huge audience.

On an average millennial split the half of the entire budget for online 
shopping

One-third of millennial demographics admitted that they would do 70% 
of their online purchases

They value storytelling, authenticity, and affirmative reviews in the 
shopping experiences

They love online shopping against daunting in-store shopping 
experiences in holiday season and use handheld devices the most

Millennial prefer shopping on platforms like Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, 
and Pinterest using social ecommerce features and functionality

4G 08:00 AM
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The inclusion of artificial intelligence in ecommerce is to provide the excellent user experiences to 
the esteemed shoppers with human-like treatments. Recent ecommerce trends are preferring the 
implementation of various AI systems for online sales including holiday sales. For instance,

Siri by Apple, Alexa by Amazon, and Cortana by Microsoft are awesome voice recognition software 
with AI capacities to serve device users in myriads of ways including finding products, making 
shopping decision, and accomplishing the entire checkout process.

VOICE RECOGNITION WITH AI

Chatbot comes with AI capabilities and helps ecommerce merchants to deal efficiently with heavy 
traffic during Holiday Sales period. It automatically answered most of the queries directly and leave 
only critical for human attendants. Google Neural Machine translates the various languages of the 
world with human-level accuracy and can help ecommerce to offer localized content easily.

LIVE CHATS WITH AI

Social sites use AI at various levels including in social commerce like chat with Buy button, payments, 
product image recognition, product recommendations, price comparison, and much more

SOCIAL COMMERCE WITH AI

Voice
Recognition

with AI

Social
Commerce

with AI

Live Chats
with AI

ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
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Augmented Reality technologies superimpose the virtual objects onto real physical worlds to 
enhance the real world objects further. However, AR has several practical ecommerce usages, and 
the present trends are favoring it.

There are several other AR powered applications used by Omnichannel retailers and many pure 
ecommerce to provide amazing product experiences to boost your holiday sales.

FOR INSTANCE, 

The AR catalog app helps shoppers to make purchase decisions like checking the 
appropriateness of furniture items in your real-world home or office premises.

The AR mirror assists Omnichannel business to visualize the product performance and 
styles without any touch.

The AR dressing room app for Omnichannel businesses to check the fitting of clothes 
and accessories without unfolding the real product at all using the 3D models.

The AR color changing app allows shoppers to make the right choice of colors of 
the product. 

The AR fitting app lets shoppers check fitting of jewelry like costly items with real-time 
previews

AR CATALOG APP 

AR MIRROR

AR COLOR CHANGING

AR FITTING 

AR DRESSING ROOM 
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Online shopping used to strenuous for average shoppers, and when we add mobiles and holiday 
traffic in it, it becomes more intricate than we assume. The more stress has registered during the 
checkout process.

Therefore, ecommerce merchants are always in search of the ways to reduce the length of the 
checkout process to make buying quick experience. Moreover, 40% ecommerce buying driving 
from impulse purchasing like psyche of shoppers and demand quick buying process or checkout 
process as an applicable remedy!

Quick payment is one of the solutions to shorten the checkout process. The implementation of 
single-touch payment options by the leading platform help alleviates the vexing problem easily. For 
example,

These platforms store customer data including transaction data safely and securely. They provide 
these data automatically and enable one-click or one-touch payment options with the short and 
sweet checkout process.

PayPal Apple Pay Android Pay Shopify Pay
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Gifting to intimates and others is an age-old tradition during holiday seasons and also prevailing 
during Black Friday holiday week. Among the various ways of gifting, gift cards are a popular way 
and used to practice in online too.

The astounding statistical fact above pinpoints an important fact for ecommerce merchants used to 
sell gift cards during holiday seasons as well as in the off the season. It is creating gift card keeping 
the self-gifting trends in mind can yield the huge sales during the upcoming holiday season.

However, creating printable gift cards hold much significance for many self-gifting ecommerce 
shoppers and merchants can leverage the trends in their favor.

RECENT DATA ON GIFT CARD BUYING BY THE USA ADULTS INDICATE:

$46 billion of total gift cards 
brought over the last year

Out of it, $28 billion 
gifted to family and friends

$11 billion
was self-gifted!

$7 billion 
given to employees 

of the companies, 
which purchased 

by the organizations

$46
billion 

$28
billion $11

billion 

$7
billion 
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Last year, 69% of overall holiday sales went to Omnichannel retailers. Only 25% of total holiday sales 
captured by pure ecommerce like Amazon. It is because Omnichannel can create place-making, 
a sense of place by transforming commercial place to a place for social hangouts in weekends.

The above-described trends are citing the reasons why Omnichannel are getting an edge over the 
competition.

70%
73%

86%
63%

IN-STORE SHOPPING
LEADS TO MORE SALES

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES 
HELP OMNICHANNEL 

SPACE-MAKING

GIFT CARDS 
SHOPPING IS ON TOP

PEOPLE LOVE
PLACE-MAKING SHOPPING

70% visitors of the malls admitted that they had purchased more than they intended. - 
It means in-store shopping leads to more sales.

Out of 73% shopping mall visitors, 45% ate at the restaurants in it, and 26% enjoyed 
watching movies. - It means people love place-making shopping.

86% of millennial used handheld devices to shop in the mall or in-store using Wi-Fi 
facilities provided by Omnichannel. – It means advanced technologies help 
Omnichannel space-making

63% shoppers choose to buy gift cards from Omnichannel. – It means gift cards 
shopping is on top.
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Today online customers demand personalization and no longer remain anonymous in 
customer-merchant relationships.

SHIPPING INFO43%

PRODUCT RECOMMENDATIONS38%

PRODUCT OR SERVICE INFO33%

BILLING INFO30%

HOMEPAGE24%

SHOPPING CART22%

ADS12%

Most of the personalization tools–

CUSTOMER PERSONALIZATION TOOLS

Make personalized recommendations based on the previous behavior (History) of the 
visitors in their store while many use surveying techniques to gather information directly.

Personalized offers made on personal info like birthday, anniversary 
day, and so on.

Some personalized offers are based on real-time data such as time and 
location of the customers
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CUSTOMER PERSONALIZATION

THIS YEAR SALES TRENDS

Holiday Sales can leverage customer personalization tools to offer personalization 
experiences for one-time visitors as well as the loyal customers and can beat the 
competition easily.

TAKEAWAYS:
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2017
PREPARING ECOMMERCE STORES FOR

HOLIDAY SEASON

Where you know millions of online shoppers will visit your website to catch the exciting deals cause 
nervousness. Poor web performance and downtime lets you miss tremendous opportunities to gain 
potential customers globally.

This year, report suggest Black Friday will experienced a record breaking website traffic through 
various medium breaking last year record of $3.27 billion in U.S.A.

We have prepared a Marketing & Sales Improvements Checklist that give a relief while you prepare 
your eCommerce store for this holiday season. Run your website to turn your visitors into customers 
and grab opportunity to earn good revenue.

ADVERTISEMENT

Planning Advertisement

Paid Advertisement

Advertisement Design – Graphics, Content, Ad Promotion

CREATING BUZZ

Start Early

Forecasting Product Sale – Suspense

E-COMMERCE STORE OPTIMIZATION

Festival Design – Festival Theme

Recover Abandoned Cart

Optimize for Mobile

Testing Website Performance – Visitor and Load Balancing

Single Step checkout – Simplified Checkout

Include Trust Badge

Site navigation

Personalize Recommendations

Send Behavior Targeting Emails

A/B Testing

Discount - Deals & offers

Product Scarcity – Limited Time Period Offers

Reward Point System (Loyalty Program)

24/7 Customer Services

AI - Live Chat or Chatbots

Easy Refund

MARKETING

SALES

CUSTOMER SERVICES

TRACKING

Google Analytics

Advance Tracking by Heat map

Tracking Competition

Marketing & Sales Improvements Checklist General Checklist



02

Successful ecommerce merchants are always early birds. They wake up in May and begin 
overhauling online store for excellent front-end and back-end experiences, performance, and 
conversion by optimizing the entire site.

By mid-July, they may begin updating the stocks, inventory management, and shipping processes 
to cope with upcoming workloads. Unfortunately, they hardly have thoughts of wooing the aspirant 
visitors by offering great deals and discounts they are craving.

We have provided detailed data and suggestions throughout the entire reports regarding an 
advertisement that can help them to come out with effective planning and synchronized ad 
campaigns.
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PLANNING ADVERTISEMENT
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Holiday Sales come with a high stream of revenues, just like a Holy Bowl. What if we are going to 
spend some more on it and expect accordingly?

Yes, smart merchants always allocate a sizable budget on the paid advertisements, on highly 
rewarding online paid ad channels, like Google AdSense, Bing, and many social media platforms.

Of course, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Instagram, and Pinterest are great for you diverse nature of 
target audience. Woo local shoppers with Facebook ads and target a wide audience on Twitter 
and other channels.

Think of paid ads with lucrative marketing incentives. It is a surefire winning strategy.

Paid
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PAID ADVERTISEMENT
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To grab the immediate attentions of the onlookers, ecommerce merchants have to nail down the 
ad design the most. Some tips may help.

Alluring ad banner design can catch eyes of ecommerce visitors at first glance. Use attractive 
design elements, design styles, layouts, and components to make a great first impression. Make 
design responsive to appear clearly on any device.

Ad content can engage onlookers further and incentivize them to click or take actions. Develop 
content keep these in mind and make content unique, concise, and clear to deliver your message 
effectively.

Select appropriate ad platforms to cover a maximum of your target audience through minimum 
spending.
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ADVERTISEMENT DESIGNING

MARKETING & SALES IMPROVEMENTS CHECKLIST
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START EARLY

MARKETING & SALES IMPROVEMENTS CHECKLIST

Black Friday used to be a prime day to achieve the highest sale, but ecommerce cannot ignore the 
entire peak week. Marketing strategies like incentive offerings may restrict up to the Peak Week, but 
rests of preparations extend well before it, so plan a calendar for an early start.

Inventory planning begins near the end of summer season. 
Traffic and website planning starts prior to a month or two. The 
ad campaign must trigger at the beginning of November. 

Many smart shoppers plan to receive the orders earlier. Therefore, early preparations allow you and 
your staff to run holiday sale in comfortable and cheerful manners.



If ecommerce gives hints regarding the upcoming products for holiday sale, many early birds and 
smart shoppers will wait for it as well as remain eager to see the hefty deals and discounts to make 
the best bargain for the season.

Therefore, forecasting your product sale and keeping suspense over incentives prove the best 
holiday sale marketing strategies and ensure the highest performance during the peak week. It also 
provides you immense opportunities for social media and rests of marketing campaigns with 
adequate preparations to reap the most out of it all.
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FORECASTING PRODUCT SALE

MARKETING & SALES IMPROVEMENTS CHECKLIST



The celebration of festivals always involves certain emotions and beliefs. A wise business keeps the 
fundamentals of the festival and augments it further by spicing it up with emotions. 

FOR ECOMMERCE, 

Applying the appropriate theme on the Black Friday holiday is the best 
approach to win the hearts & minds of people participating enthusiastically. 

Select the festive theme for your ecommerce and infuse the design 
elements, modules, and animations accordingly.

Leverage the personalization tech advancements by offering highly 
personalized experiences including 

Messaging with names
Offering discounts based on the shopping history and preferences
Use locations for gifts and coupons to make more relevant
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BUILD FESTIVE LOOK-N-FEEL
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Shopping cart abandonment is not a same for the ecommerce today because the behavior of 
shoppers has changed. Shoppers use mobiles to surf the deal, go through the add-in-cart process 
and leave the checkout process to complete it on desktops like fast and secure devices!

Apart from it, user experiences, complicated checkout process, lack of comparative shopping 
feature, missing shipping calculator, and absence of personalization are reasons lead to high cart 
abandonment rate.

Many customers abandon the cart for some reasons, which are beyond our reach to manage so 
the best strategy is retargeting email campaign with a sense of urgency and fear of mission out like 
strategies. 
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 RECOVER ABANDONED CART

MARKETING & SALES IMPROVEMENTS CHECKLIST



We know the use of mobiles is increasing for shopping, and with the advent of technologies, it may 
grow further. Your ecommerce developers should go beyond simply adopting responsive web 
design theme. 
They should offer completely native-like mobile experiences on touch screens of tiny mobiles. 

The excellent user experiences and better performance are keys to win the battle on mobiles during 
the peaks of the holiday season. Take the mobile first approaches in development and optimize 
your website to ease the mobile user journey.

Consider mobile ecommerce app as the best substitute for your ecommerce and invest on it may 
give you high ROI at the end.
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OPTIMIZE FOR MOBILES

MARKETING & SALES IMPROVEMENTS CHECKLIST



eCommerce website loading speed is crucial to winning human visitors as well as bots. During the 
holiday season, it becomes a more sensitive issue and results into high bounce rate or cart 
abandonment rate. Therefore, 

Apply the latest website loading speed optimization and load balancing 
technologies, tools, and techniques.

Try to improve time to interact (TTI) speed for site interactions

Optimize images, code, and other assets using the latest tools and best 
practices to maintain the loading speed within thresholds.

If possible use dedicated server or VPS for your ecommerce hosting, and 
cloud hosting is a best idea if you can afford.

Prepare site hosting for estimated peaks of traffic during the peak week of 
holiday sales.
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IMPROVE WEBSITE PERFORMANCE

MARKETING & SALES IMPROVEMENTS CHECKLIST



Most of our ecommerce customers use handheld devices for shopping during holiday sales. Cut in 
check out process is one of the optimization strategies for mobile shoppers.

Some reputed payment services provide features and tools to enable shoppers to accomplish 
payment process with a single or very few clicks than standard payment process.

Therefore, use one or more of the following payment provider services.

It will cut the tedious form filling steps and offer highly secure payment experiences along with 
desired confidence among your shoppers.
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LEVERAGE ONE-CLICK PURCHASE 

MARKETING & SALES IMPROVEMENTS CHECKLIST

PayPal Apple Pay  Android Pay Shopify Pay



We have noticed in some reports that eCommerce consumers prioritize security and safety 
regarding payment and data. To honor their valid concerns,

Embed trust seals and badges on your ecommerce store pages, particularly checkout 
pages besides homepage, product pages, and payment modules.

PayPal Trust Seal, trust badges from Norton Security, BBB, and Google are 
standard ways to do it.

Describe benefits of account creation and assure the safety of the reuse of 
payment data on your site. 

Avoid keeping payment info and data on your server by redirecting shoppers to the 
reputed payment gateways like PayPal, Authorize.net, or payment APIs of banks. 
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eCommerce site navigation architecture is crucial to enhance the findability of your products or 
services. However, modern tech-savvy visitors prefer in-site search features to reach the intended 
products quickly and easily.

THEREFORE, 

Use the most appropriate, optimized and thoroughly tested site navigation 
schemes for your ecommerce.

Optimize site navigation schemes for mobile users first considering the best 
user experiences.

Sections like ‘New Arrivals’ and ‘Featured Products’ are best ways to shorten 
the customer journey.

Use advanced search like automatic, suggestive, faceted, and filtered search in the 
in-site search.

Integrate useful extensions to filter the products on category and other pages based 
on prices, sizes, colors, and other product attributes.
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ENHANCE FINDABILITY OF PRODUCTS
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Personalization is a buzz in the market, and everyone opts it in eCommerce to reap its immense 
benefits. Why should you lag behind in the race?

Use the latest and fittest personalized recommendation engine on your online store out 
of Metisa, Insider, DynamicYield, Recombee, and others.

You can go one step ahead by offering personalized product recommendation along 
with personalized approaches and incentives.

Try to display personalized product recommendations once the registered shoppers are 
login and use homepage and category pages for prominent displays.

You can use browsing history, buying the record, and preferences to make product 
recommendations.

Use an extension to provide filtering facilities the pages to collect feedback and 
preferences of customers.
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PERSONALIZE RECOMMENDATIONS

MARKETING & SALES IMPROVEMENTS CHECKLIST



Perhaps nobody likes the generic emails sending out using automated email marketing tools. If you 
can send a highly personalized email that converts high, you can beat the competitions easily. 
Behavior targeting email marketing is the way to achieve it.

There are several extensions and 3rd party software to collect behavior of your 
targeted audience and use in email marketing accordingly. Use such awesome tools 
with the help of experts.

Think of various types of behavioral targeting emails in your email marketing and 
shopping experiences such as Onboarding email, Notification, Free-trial, Reward, 
Recommendation, and Transaction email.

Track on-site journey of email recipients right from email opening to your ecommerce 
site browsing and finally, converting. Based on the personalized data, you can send 
behavior targeting emails.

Consider retargeting email campaigns based on social media behavior of your 
shoppers, cart abandonment, wish-list, and many other metrics of behavior 
targeting marketing.
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SEND BEHAVIOR-TARGETING EMAILS

MARKETING & SALES IMPROVEMENTS CHECKLIST



Testing is the most efficient way to sort out various options you want to implement on your 
eCommerce website. However, selection of appropriate testing method and implementation make 
much sense, and A/B testing or split testing is the best way to do it. 

If you test out only one feature at a time, it will save from skewed results. However, A/B testing is best 
to test conversion funnel during conversion optimization process.

The A/B testing provides an opportunity to enhance your website performance in right 
and scientific ways.

With A/B testing, the online merchant can know that how various value propositions 
leave different impacts on the Holiday Sales.

Through A/B testing, merchants can check the efficiencies of various options for design, 
content, checkout, payments, UX, and performance metrics.
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Holiday sales for online retailers are uncharted water so the more chum you toss in, the bigger fish 
you may catch. Shoppers are hungry for big discounts and deals so prepare for it. 

 The best way is to offer tiered deals based on your avg. order value. For that use at 
least three different deals for different audience and prospects.

With escalator deals, merchants can achieve higher conversion rate as well as higher 
AOV (Average Order Value) both.

Spread the words regarding your deals across the various channels like blogs, paid ads, 
social ads, and other online marketing techniques to reach the maximum prospects.

Always offer competitive prices to drive maximum traffic.

Add countdown clock for shipping in checkout pages or the process, as it acts as two 
edge sword. 

It acknowledges shoppers that what much time remains to reach the 
delivery at their doorsteps if they place an order just now. 

It also entices buyers to place an order early to obtain shipment on 
right time.
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HOLIDAY SALES GUIDE - DEALS & OFFERS
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The sense of urgency or emergency triggers the fear of loss and compel the person to act on 
something immediately.

Online businesses can use the above mentioned human psyche to push online visitors to place their 
orders immediately for their wanted or favorite products. The ways to do it are:

Use open time content techniques to augment the relevancy with the latest engagement data and 
preferences of your online visitors. Several widgets used in due course and countdown clock or 
timer is the most common.

You can super layer the contextual capabilities using time, weather, location, and device. It helps in 
driving high CTR and conversion.

By creating product scarcity. E.g.-two left in stock

By creating time scarcity. E.g.-two days left on Black Friday or a few hours 
remain in deal end
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INDUCE SENSE OF URGENCY
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Acquire a new customer is a bit tough and costlier exercise for an online business. However, once 
the consumer accustomed to your eCommerce store pages, your products, and your services, they 
are more likely come again as a repeat customer.

Therefore, repeat customers are more rewarding and profitable compared to new acquisitions. If 
you want to keep repeat customers with you forever as the loyal customers, you need to allocate a 
budget and more focus on loyalty programs. The loyalty programs use two ways, 

An eCommerce can reward the loyal consumers in many ways including:

Personalization technologies have made the implementation of loyalty programs easy and 
effective. Reward your customers not only on repeat shopping but also for referring others. Thus, by 
making the repeat shoppers your referrals, you can acquire new customers easily. 

Holiday Sales is the best opportunity to run your loyalty programs with more focused and budget 
than placing much weight on the new acquisition. 

Tier-based Rewards

Point-based Rewards

By offering free products 

Gifts, vouchers, and coupons 

Free shipping 
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LOYALTY PROGRAM
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Providing the excellent customer care is a winning strategy for eCommerce and proves more 
rewarding during Holiday Sales peak when traffic is bolstering and queries hammering to the 
customer service staff attending the visitors online.

Some good clues to be more effective in 24x7/365 services are:

Increase the 24x7 service attendants during Holiday Peaks and shorten the shift span 
to enhance productivity

Use the latest live chat software with real-time customer tracking capabilities to help 
the customers during their buying journey and train staff accordingly 

Use Chatbot like AI-powered tools to attend more traffic in 24x7 services with the best 
user experiences 

Take solution-oriented approaches to win the customers

Respond the queries quickly and politely 
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Live chat on your website is an excellent way to provide your eCommerce visitors the customer 
supports and services in real-time. In older versions, we have to allocate human attendants to 
answer the queries of web visitors in real-time.

However, providing round-the-clock services through humans seemingly tough and costly. 
Therefore, Chatbot comes into picture especially during Holiday Sales like heavy traffic moments.

A chatbot is an integration of live chat software with Artificial Intelligence system. It automatically 
answers several basic and some advanced queries at greater satisfaction even with personalized 
experiences. 

Thus, eCommerce can cut a lot on live chat service attendants during the peak period and improve 
the performance of existing staff with appropriate training and tools.
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USE AI-POWERED CHATBOT 
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Customer satisfactions has prime significance in the sustenance and growth of any business so for 
eCommerce. Providing refund is one the customer-oriented policies prove highly beneficial to your 
eCommerce.

Refund policy improves trusts among the buyers by providing guarantee for product quality and 
financial security on the purchases of faulty goods are or products below the expected quality 
marks. 

If your ecommerce has customer-friendly refund policies and easy refund process they are likely 
make buying decision rapidly. It helps a lot during holiday sales to enhance your rapports in the 
market and conversions.
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Getting traffic and customer insights for an ecommerce business is vital for performance and 
growth. Various website traffic analytics software available in the market and Google Analytics 
services resides on the top of all.

It provides detailed traffic insights for your ecommerce store even with free and basic 
services. 

You can export the reports in your desired ways and formats to get visualization in 
highly comprehensive manner.

It also provides real-time traffic tracking facilities to monitor holiday sales traffic and 
attend them using your live chat software like Chatbot to convert quickly and easily.

With the integration of Google Console like webmaster tool, Google Analytics offers 
extremely SEO-friendly insights for your ecommerce.

GA helps online merchants to get the performance of the store, visualization of trends, 
and data to make meaningful predictions. 

Merchants get insights into competitors’ data with the help of competitor analysis 
features of GA or integration with 3rd party services or products.

It provides detailed reports with textual, tabular, and graphics presentations.
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USE GOOGLE ANALYTICS
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The web heat maps used for depicting areas of web page frequently scanned/clicked/tap by web 
visitors. Therefore, using the heatmap for your web traffic and its behavior on your site pages 
provides useful insights as well as clues to prepare your site accordingly for your holiday sales.

GA provides basic features but some paid heatmap tools available online offer you advanced 
features to use during intense traffic situations like holiday sales to improve your web design, 
graphics, textual content, images, videos, and other layout related components in end-user friendly 
manners.

By observing heatmap of the entire conversion funnel, merchants can improve performance 
deliberately for the current holiday season as well as the next one. 
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ADVANCED TRAFFIC TRACKING BY HEATMAP
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You are not always the smartest ecommerce in your niche market, and many are somewhat ahead 
of you or around you. The learning from the ultimate competitors is a wise policy and also 
applicable to online businesses too.

We have many ways, tools, and techniques to analyze what your competitors are doing and how 
they have got success. As a smart ecommerce merchant, 

You should tack the performance of the websites of your immediate competitors 
using online and paid tools available on the web.

Run analysis of social media platforms used by your competitors and learn about 
their social media campaigns for several parameters including tags.

Subscribe email list of your competitors and learn something regarding their email 
marketing tactics, updates, and content marketing
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COMPETITION ANALYSIS
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2017
PREPARING E-COMMERCE STORES FOR

BLACK FRIDAY

Now, it is time for ecommerce merchants to twist muscles to beat 

challenges coming from the next holiday season sales spikes. I am 

going to present some sweet bites to generate maximum sales just 

by following the given general checklist here.

Black Friday holiday season - 2017 is approaching fast.

REVIEW LAST YEARS PERFORMANCE

INTEGRATED CUSTOMER SUPPORT THROUGH 
OMNICHANNEL

OPT FOR MINIMALISTIC PAGE DESIGN

IMPLEMENT CODE FREEZE DURING HOLIDAY SALES

RUN UX GUERILLA TEST

RUN COMPETITION ANALYSIS

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT 

HAVE A CONTINGENCY PLAN IN PLACE

CONTENT DELIVERY NETWORK (CDN) IN 
HOLIDAY SALES

SPEED THINGS UP

THIRD-PARTY INTEGRATIONS

TRAFFIC & HOSTING

USE UPTIME MONITORS

SITE SECURITY

SSL

PCI Compliance

Install Security Patches



We, humans, learn from the mistakes we and others have made. Therefore, reviewing past is always 
the best method to improve present and future.

eCommerce should review the performance of store in previous years.

Compare the last year holiday sales performance with previous years and find out what went well 
and what bad.

Based on previous years’ holiday sales reports, conclude what should implement in the current year. 
It will be your ecommerce strategy for the present.

If possible, determine the targets to achieve in the current holiday sales season and upcoming years 
by considering previous year data as benchmarks.
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PERFORMANCE REVIEW

GENERAL CHECKLIST



The excellent customer care is a key to ecommerce success. Try to provide customer support 
through multiple channels and integrate it all seamlessly for the sake of the best customer 
experiences.

SOME STANDARD CUSTOMER SUPPORT CHANNELS ARE:

Provide email address with your 
ecommerce domain to build trust and 
reputation.

Email

If possible use Chatbot with AI capacity, 
otherwise allocate trained and polite 
staff to attend visitors in real-time.

Live Chat

Try to offer 24x7/365 support 
through trained staff.

Direct Phone or Cell Support

Create dedicated social media 
accounts and business pages.

Social Media

Ticket generating system is the best 
way.

Help Desk
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Take minimalistic design approaches in your eCommerce 
design or overhaul.

It includes:

Exclude extra UI elements than your actual needs.

Cut space for ads or make ad display in non-intrusive ways.

Optimize graphics and layout elements of the web pages.

Optimize multimedia content including texts. Images, videos, and 
animations to make page loading/rendering faster.

Optimize code for best performance and user experiences.

Frequently test your ecommerce web pages for various parameters of 
performance, usability, and UX.
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OPT FOR MINIMALISTIC PAGE DESIGN
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All businesses found busy in holiday season due to traffic spike and workload thanks to holiday sales 
rush. We need to focus more on our core activities, so if anyone tries to modify the ecommerce 
design or functionality, it may hamper our holiday sales performance.

Therefore, most of the ecommerce merchants declare ‘Code Freeze’ status right from August to 
end of Christmas vacation in early January. 

No design changes including minor graphics elements.

No code changes including minor HTML, CSS, and JavaScript 
modifications.

No new category or products.

Avoid integration of any extension.

Postpone integration of payment gateway or method.

DURING THE ‘CODE FREEZE’ PERIOD,
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We used to use our site on day-to-day basis, so we are familiar with it and unable to opine for its user 
experiences in others’ perspective. Moreover, running full-fledged UX tests is beyond the capacities 
of an ecommerce merchants.

Therefore, UX guerilla test is the best alternative to avoid common UX glitches occurring for the user 
persona of your site. 
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RUN UX GUERILLA TEST
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Peak two or three unknown users in 
your vicinity or circles and request 
them to make a test purchase from 
your site.

1

Take note of their feedback and 
weak points in the UX, usability, 
and performance parameters of 
your ecommerce site. 

3

Watch their browsing activities, 
expressions, and unbiased 
experiences during the entire 
session.

2

Try to address all with the help of 
your ecommerce developers as 
early as possible to catch the 
upcoming holiday sales 
successfully. 

4



At present, most of the ecommerce niches witnessing stiff competitions with a plenty of competitors 
competing for the same targeted audience/customers. Everybody is not lucky but only some, and 
knowing their success formula may help you to achieve the same success with a few efforts.

There is various competitive analytics software available on the web with little expense, just invest in 
the tools. Moreover, run some individual efforts to know the success secrets of your ultimate 
successful competitors in your ecommerce niche.

There are much more things to learn from your competitors, and efficient competition analysis can 
help an ecommerce a lot during holiday sales.

KNOW THEIR ONLINE WEBSITE SUCCESS PARAMETERS LIKE 
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RUN COMPETITION ANALYSIS
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Design & Code strategies

The technical aspects including 

The marketing aspects including Internet marketing techniques

SEO & social media campaigns strategies

Email marketing techniques

Promotional strategy

Content marketing techniques

Paid ads methodologies



For a business, reputation builds with the words it keeps. An ecommerce should not promise a 
product if it is unable to deliver it, even on-time. Here the inventory or stock management enters.
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INVENTORY MANAGEMENT 

GENERAL CHECKLIST

Plan out your inventory investment based on 
previous holiday sales data.

Try to stock the products in your warehouses before 
the end of September so you can align real-world 

stock data with ecommerce data and save your 
shoppers from end-time disappointments.

Use the best inventory management software or 
extension customized according to your store 
needs to save your customers from the frustration 
from last minute out-of-stock notification at the 
end of checkout process!

Allocate a person or team to synchronize 
warehouse inventory with ecommerce inventory 
and check the updates of data on the site regularly.



An emergency can strike on your ecommerce site at any moment. It can spoil your holiday sales 
mood as well as ruin your business. During the holiday season, traffic spikes occur frequently and 
may crash your site permanently or experience a temporary downtime.

If you have a contingency plan in place to deal with the worst, you can save hopes for your holiday 
sales and win customers with some kind experiences even during the emergency.

HERE, I WOULD LIKE TO MAKE SOME USEFUL SUGGESTIONS.

Keep your ecommerce development support team ready to 
deal with an emergency on your site.

Discuss possible traffic surges and plans with the site hosting 
provider and prepare strategies to deal efficiently without 
any permanent burden. 

The dedicated hosting and cloud hosting is the best solutions 
for an excellent contingency plan.

Plan efficient backup strategies to make your site available 
through other channels while your master copy is in repair 
and CDN or different DNS providers are best ways.

If your site hosted on the Cloud, it automatically cuts many 
things in your contingency plan!

?
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HAVE A CONTINGENCY PLAN IN PLACE

GENERAL CHECKLIST
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CONTENT DELIVERY NETWORK (CDN)

GENERAL CHECKLIST

If you have uploaded everything on a single hosting server, your ecommerce website performance 
may be in jeopardized during holiday sales peaks.

Network latency is one of the key factors influencing the site loading and interaction performance. 
Therefore, fragmenting your site content on two or more servers or service providers is an easy way 
to deliver the speed during holiday sales.

Ecommerce has tons of static content including product images, CSS, and scripts that can direct to 
content delivery network (CDN) services run by 3rd party providers other than your web hosts.

The CDN servers your static content from more than one unique domains to increase the number of 
parallel requests made by the client-browsers. It makes web content loading faster and reliable 
even during the traffic spikes in holiday seasons. Akamai, Amazon Web Services, and CDNPlanet are 
best options to think about the next holiday sales.
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SITE SECURITY

GENERAL CHECKLIST

Trust in the business by its customers becomes selling point when enough care has taken to keep it 
intact. The trust factor proves more sensitive for ecommerce than the brick stores.

It is because cyberspace is open and full of cybercriminal waiting for low hanging fruits. It multiplies 
during holiday seasons. I think the following cares can avert the unwanted phenomena occur on 
your site.

Encryption and the latest site security layers (SSL) technologies 
can prohibit data theft, breaching, and manipulations. The best 
way is to display SSL certificate on your ecommerce to assure 
additional security to transactions and personal info of your 
customers.

SSL

Grinch always persists in holidays, and best preventative measure is rising 
firewalls. The security patches are the best remedy for it. The Magento 
ecommerce platform is famous for its regular security updates by 
releasing security patches.

Install the security patches on your ecommerce store and check all 
security aspects before the onset of the holiday season.

PCI compliant

PCI provides the highest security standards on the web. It 
assures complete security for credit or debit card data 
provided by your online consumers during payment. 

Therefore, make your site completely PCI compliance. 
Display a valid certificate or badge on your ecommerce.

Install security patches

$$



Ecommerce visitors and search engine spiders, both love site loading speed to assure the best user 
experiences.

Try to implement the latest and upcoming technologies to speed up your ecommerce site.

SOME OTHER EXPECTED MEASURES TO SPEED THINGS UP ARE

FIRST, TEST THE SITE SPEED USING FOLLOWING USEFUL 
TOOLS AVAILABLE ON THE WEB.

Think With Google

Microsoft Static Scan

GTmetrix

Cut the number of bytes and quantity as well as frequencies of HTTP requests

Compress most of the source code and site resources including images

Optimize design, code, databases, and everything possible to reduce the 
size of site and HTML pages

Avoid inline JavaScript and CSS 

Use 3rd party DNS non-CDN tags

Opt of asynchronous load 

Cut the 3rd party presence on the site
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SPEED THINGS UP

GENERAL CHECKLIST



The modern ecommerce is heavily reliant on third-party services and APIs to function many 
complicated tasks and services.

The 3rd party services like postcode lookups, search merchandising providers, and payment 
gateways are likely under the stress of holiday sales peaks. Do you want to save your site from 
performance glitches only due to these third-party services? Assure their performance for the 
upcoming holiday season by studying the records as well as contacting all individually.

Various APIs including Google Maps, personalization, shipping, site search, social proof, and 
recommendation & price comparison engines are essential for advanced features and functionality 
of your ecommerce.

However, the more APIs integrated, more performance deterioration occurs on the site. Therefore, 
try to include only essential and high quality APIs to save your site speed and interactions, just for the 
sake of the excellent user experiences. 
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THIRD-PARTY INTEGRATIONS
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Ecommerce visitors and search engine spiders, both love site loading speed to assure the best user 
experiences.

If you are late for the current holiday sales, ask the existing hosting provider for a better and suitable 
plan for your ecommerce, and upgrade your site hosting accordingly. For instance, shared hosting 
to VPS or dedicated servers. 

Of course, better backup and contingency plans can save your online business from deep losses 
during holiday peaks.

Run Stress Tests for Your site

The best way to deal with increased traffic during holiday sales is to test the site for hosting 
services on various performance and security metrics. Test the server load capacity for your 
store using the latest tools including LoadStorm, Pingdom, and LoadImpact or Blitz.io.

Hosting Services

If you find hosting services of your site incompatible to attend your expected traffic surges, 
you should think of changing the hosting services. Beware, it should do before six months of 

the holiday season. 
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TRAFFIC & HOSTING

GENERAL CHECKLIST



You may sleep at night but your online business never. Therefore, it is crucial for online merchants to 
assure the availability of site services uninterrupted manner round-the-clock.

The monitoring uptime is an excellent way to assure your ecommerce availability for 24x7/365 
services. The latest uptime monitoring tools enable you to receive instant alerts when anything likely 
goes wrong with your store online. It provides you and your support team to attend the emergency 
and fix the issues to run the site smoothly again.

Pingdom, Basicstate, Monitis, and others are best ways to use uptime monitoring services for your 
ecommerce.
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USE UPTIME MONITORS

GENERAL CHECKLIST
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2017
WHAT AFTER HOLIDAY SEASON?

Let’s check the list and fasten the belts to implement all with right spirits and joy!

Oh! I got tired of the long holiday season that 

engulfed my entire November month. Don’t worry, 

Christmas used to come at the end of December, so I 

have enough time to take a nap and relax from the 

exhaustive work accomplished during Black Friday to 

Cyber Monday Peak Week.

If such thoughts are running in your mind, you are not among the smart and progressive 
ecommerce merchants who are scrappy to beat the competitions and earn big fortunes out of 
upcoming opportunities in December & January holiday season with the onset of New Year and 
new shines.

There are tons of preparations waiting ahead. You need to do a lot of things right now before the 
beginning of Christmas and New Year holiday season. In due course, we have prepared a checklist 
for you to follow and grab the most out of it.



Relax! You have finished a herculean task of successfully passing the holiday sales season of Black 
Friday to Cyber Monday and period around the Peak Week.

Now, it is time to look a little back to analyze what has happened and learn a few useful lessons to 
implement in coming Christmas holiday season.

If you are serious enough, let me tell you steps to consider in analyzing marathon.

Go through Google Analytics or other analytics integrated with your ecommerce site and generate 
various traffic reports regarding –

Now, consider the marketing campaigns and their reports prepared by the marketing team. With 
the ecommerce backend, you can generate the entire sales data and compare the data with the 
marketing data.

It may help you to infer the highly impactful and meaningful strategies implement in upcoming 
holiday sales seasons.

Nature of the traffic and traffic sources.

Influence of various Internet marketing 
campaign efforts like content marketing, 
SEO, social media marketing, and paid 
marketing.

The behavior of visitors during the journey of 
the entire conversion funnel.
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ANALYZE YOUR SALES DATA

WHAT AFTER HOLIDAY SALES



Now, you have finished the Black Friday holiday season and eyeing on the upcoming Christmas 
holiday season at the end of December 2017. At present, you have tons of sales data, marketing 
data, and traffic reports as well as some remaining inventory in your warehouses.

No problem, everything is useful and value-adding if we perceive all in affirmative ways. Now, I am 
going to prepare you for another sale, so please note the following fascinating hints to rock on 
Christmas holiday sales too equally.

TIE YOUR BLACK FRIDAY HOLIDAY CUSTOMERS WITH UPCOMING CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY SALES.

Fortunately, you have sales data and customer data who already purchased in Black Friday holiday 
season by leveraging your promotional offerings like free shipping, discounts, freebies, gift cards, 
and much more.

Do you think are they exhausted with the previous sale? Never, shoppers always lure for more when 
promotional sales available. Thus, you have lucrative opportunities to bring back to your upcoming 
Christmas holiday sales.

Of course, you need not touch the bottoms of your margin again to offer new sales for all. Instead, 
personalize the sales for those one-time customers who have made purchases and left footprints in 
your databases.

Run campaign of email marketing for them and offer some promo over only their 
favorite and preferred items in highly personalized ways.
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START ANOTHER SALE
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DON’T LET YOUR ONE-TIME SHOPPERS IDEAL WHO HAVE ENCOUNTERED WITH YOUR 
BLACK FRIDAY HOLIDAY SALES.

OFFER SOME FREEBIES TO YOUR BLACK FRIDAY HOLIDAY CUSTOMERS FROM YOUR 
REMAINING INVENTORY.

Send them blasting emails, newsletters, or converse on social media and keep the 
threads alive for the next Christmas holiday sales as well as for the entire year.

Utilize extra in highly productive and rewarding ways.

If you have some inventory remain and seems not much 
rewarding in the next Christmas or any holiday sales due to 
size, style or color like issues or perishable nature. Now, it is time 
to utilize those items in the next Christmas holiday sale or in 
between slack period to gain some revenue out of it.

Offer free those unwanted inventory items on the 
purchase of some full-price products.

Let those items free on a bulk purchase to increase 
AOV.

Set thresholds for minimum purchase size and offer 
free from those items.

As discussed earlier, you have complete data of 
your Black Friday shoppers including email 
address and other contact details. Use the 
contact details and establish relationships with 
them on Omnichannel. 
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OFFER DEEP DISCOUNTS ON TROUBLED ITEMS IN YOUR INVENTORY.

Thank Black Friday holiday customers and convert them into your loyal shoppers and referrals for the next 
holiday season.

Many products remain underperforming during Black Friday holiday sales. It is likely that you want to 
clear your warehouse spaces for new stock or more significant items for next sale.

Offer deep discounts on those troubled items and make room for other valuable upcoming 
products in your inventory.

Clean your inventory that underperforming before starting of new holiday sales.

Prepare a list of your successful shoppers of Black Friday holiday season and send everyone a 
thanking letter with some discounts and promo code for them as well as their family, friends, and 
social circles to redeem it in December & January holiday season.

Send a Thank You email citing some exclusive offers or targeted deals for an 
exclusive period keeping December & January holiday season in mind.
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SEGMENT CUSTOMERS AND RUN EMAIL MARKETING CAMPAIGN WITH UNIQUE PROMOS.

If you have excessive inventory left during holiday sales on Black Friday and Cyber Monday, sort out 
items with odd product attributes like size, shape, and color. 

Now, take help of Bronto, Firecart, and Betaout like software to segment your 
customer data based on their previous purchases related to those odd items.

Make those odd items complementary products of their previously purchased products 
and send them an educational or informative email regarding it.

Moreover, ecommerce merchants can include some discounts or gift card with emails 
for the upcoming December sales of the products sold in last November.

Apart from it, you can include deals with lucrative discounts on the future buying that 
becomes available after a lapse of two or three weeks of the last purchase and earn 
some revenues during the slack period in between two holiday seasons, November & 
December.

INCENTIVIZE YOUR LOYALTY PROGRAM

There are many ways to incentivize your loyalty program run exclusively for your previous loyal 
customers including added during Black Friday holiday sales season. For example, Gift Cards. The 
ultimate advantages of gift cards are:

Incentivize December & January purchase by adding value for your ecommerce in 
present and future.

It encourages repeat purchases during slack season of early January.

Grab advantages of repeat customers with increased face value.

Cards can keep their loyalty with you intact.
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As discussed before, we learn the best from trials & errors methods. In due course, our previous traffic 
data, marketing data, and sales reports can provide great insights. 

Just push the boundaries of your analytics and presentation capacities and prepare a detailed and 
comprehensive list for do’s and don’ts to shape your ecommerce holiday sales strategy for next 
seasons including upcoming December & January sales during Christmas holidays.

It may help you to smooth out odds and speed up next holiday sales in near as well as far future.

YOU CAN FOCUS ON:

 Website performance and failures.

Merchandising.

Warehouse management including 
inventory and packaging for shipping.

Order tracking and order management up 
to successful delivery.

Leveraging third-party services for shipping 
and other ecommerce processes including 
payments.

Learning 

Do’s & Don’ts 
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Do you think that holiday sales end with the end of Cyber Monday week? Perhaps never. People 
are still in buying mood, and online sales provide them immense opportunity to keep buying until the 
beginning of Christmas sales.

Therefore, try to keep your email, search, PR, social media, and paid ads campaign alive and 
running with the same zeal and offerings well prepared for the next December & January sales.

It may reward you high and help you keep relationships intact with your loyal customers.
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DO MARKETING UNTIL 31ST DECEMBER
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This Black Friday holiday season has enabled you to acquire new customers, and with the end of the 
season, you have enough time to deepen the relationship further. It needs some efforts at your side. 
For instance,

Now, consider the marketing campaigns and their reports prepared by the marketing team. With 
the ecommerce backend, you can generate the entire sales data and compare the data with the 
marketing data.

It may help you to infer the highly impactful and meaningful strategies implement in upcoming 
holiday sales seasons.

Keep email marketing continues and acknowledge them with the latest happenings at 
your ecommerce store.

Use personalization tools to serve them some discounts or mild marketing incentives for 
their favorite items as well as complimentary items for their past purchases.

Send them your newsletters regularly.

Keep them engaged and interested in your business on the social media sites.
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The shopping cart abandonment seems a common phenomenon in ecommerce niche. During the 
Black Friday holiday season, it becomes more intensive and leaves profound impacts on the sales 
and revenues if not tackled carefully.

Today we have many tools to conclude scientific ways instead of simply relying on assumptions.

The wise step to deal the cart 
abandonment is to find out the actual 

reasons behind shopping cart 
abandonment on the store. 

Non-optimized checkout process with too many steps, a lot of form filling, unable to 
display clues regarding the remaining steps, and so on.

Inadequate payment methods and lack of standard or regional payment gateways

Insufficient site security measures and no display of SSL certificates, CPI compliance 
badge, and no redirect to bank UIs.  

The absence of shipping calculator and order tracking features.

Sluggish website or processes end up with worst user experiences.

HOWEVER, SOME COMMON REASONS BELIEVED ON THE WEB FOR THE SHOPPING CART 
ABANDONMENT ARE:
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REDUCE CART ABANDONMENT RATE
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The best way is to mitigate those issues earlier during the ecommerce development or overhaul 
before the onset of the holiday season. 

Keep a team ready to retarget the customers who had abandoned the 
shopping cart. 

Effective feedback mechanism can help you to establish contact with the shoppers 
who had left your shopping cart without making any purchase. 

It also provides you an opportunity to woo them again to accomplish their buying 
process.
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Helping customers is always rewarding for business, and it also goes true for ecommerce. Unsatisfied 
customers are not a new phenomenon and dealing with them online is an art that every 
ecommerce merchants should learn.

Fashion, clothing, apparels, accessories, and alike ecommerce niches are suffering more on returns 
and exchanges incidents. Unfit size, color, style, defects, and such causes are common those lead 
the online customers to return the product or ask for exchanges.

Thus, the returns and exchanges policies are keys to achieve online success by winning back the 
annoyed customers. Therefore,

During holiday sales, everyone is in a hurry when return and exchange of the product are in 
question. Therefore, devote enough attention or space a person or a team for it to address quick 
shipment of returned items and effectively communicate with the unsatisfied customers.

Remember, once you satisfy them with effective returns and exchanges, they will become your 
loyal customers forever.

Simplify the return or exchange process for online shoppers.

Display your return policies on your shopping cart as well as create a page for it and 
place a link to it in the footer of the site.

Be flexible and offer 

Dollar-to-dollar return.
Item-to-item exchanges.
Provide store credit against the return.
Just ask the unsatisfied customer what he/she expects.
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With a short nap after Black Friday holiday season, you have time to prepare for Christmas holiday 
season. January is the month when New Year begins. People are “New” mindsets like making new 
resolutions, start a new business, and so on.

Therefore, you can capitalize on the New Year’s ‘New’ mentality of the people by releasing the new 
products after adequate research and surveys in the targeted market. 

By releasing new products on your store, you can grab the spotlight and new set of the target 
audience for those new products or categories. Thus, new product release in January can bring 
new revenue resources. 
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After Black Friday & Cyber Monday holiday week, your holiday sales not end. There is a big holiday 
season awaiting in the December month. Do you eager to catch those opportunities too? 

I have listed below the major dates of those great holidays for the current season, so keep ready to 
leverage upcoming opportunities with a consistent and persistent marketing strategy and efforts.
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Are you unsatisfied with your present eCommerce performance? 

Do you wonder why your online sales are not as per your expectations despite everything seems 
perfect on the site?

If you are looking for the believable answers of such myriads of questions based on scientific 
analysis, an expert ecommerce website auditing team at M-Connect Media is waiting.

Our extensive audit report consisting of designing, programming, strategies, and marketing issues. It 
also provides insights on the challenges and opportunities. 

These all illustrated in highly comprehensive and feasible manner that any level of the online 
merchant could understand as well as act on to achieve the excellent conversion rate, hence high 
ROI.

IN THE ONLINE STORE AUDIT

We are great eCommerce consultants at first hand. Therefore, we can empower your eCommerce 
with powerful and efficient online business strategies that can help you to enhance the overall store 
performance during the entire year and holiday seasons as well.

With the increased expectations of online shoppers, eCommerce merchants have to struggle for 
incorporation of the latest trends and technologies in business and website. Therefore, we are 
constantly updating our skill sets and experiences by grasping and using the upcoming technologies 
and tools to cater demanding eCommerce community and their end-users.

IN THE ECOMMERCE STORE IMPROVEMENT 
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HOW CAN WE HELP YOU?



Every business is unique, so its needs. Therefore, we always try to treat each clientele, coming for 
ecommerce design and development, in different ways to address their bespoke requirements. 

We look at the targeted audience of the business and run brainstorming sessions with business 
analysts’ team of the client. We honestly try to incorporate each valid input and ideas into design 
and development. 

Moreover, we guide our patrons on each stage and step of development considering them an 
active member of our ecommerce development team using the latest PMS and communication 
channels.

IN THE CUSTOM ECOMMERCE DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT
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https://www.mconnectmedia.com/contact



M-Connect Media is a known entity in ecommerce development niche.

To serve better, we have dedicated help center running non-stop to address queries from our 
patrons in 24x7/365 ways, and irrespective of any time zone constraints.

SINCE OUR INCEPTION IN 2009, 
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ABOUT M-CONNECT MEDIA

We have delivered completely professional and Sales Oriented e-commerce solutions 
to the global clients coming from the diverse categories and industries.

We boast on “Quality Work & Client Satisfaction” like esteemed visions with dedicated 
and perfectly trained ecommerce web developers.

Our areas of ecommerce expertise chiefly fall in Magento and WooCommerce like top 
ranking ecommerce platforms. 

We keep pace with time and always scrappy to update our skill sets with upcoming 
technologies and trends.

We have created tons of exclusive extensions from the scratch to make Magento store 
feature rich and a plenty of highly useful functionality to add real values.

However, we have empowered 1000s of online merchants by providing ecommerce 
solutions in a range of ecommerce platforms, and applauds from them are presenting 
solid evidence in our testimonials and portfolios.

Therefore, you will find our ecommerce solutions with the amalgamation of innovative 
technologies including Artificial Intelligence, Business Intelligence, IoT, Augmented 
Reality, Virtual Reality, and similar technologies.

We have earned high reputations among the ecommerce merchants by providing 
advanced features, functionality, and services including personalization, advanced 
search navigation, dynamic, and interactive storefronts.

https://support.mconnectmedia.com/hc/en-us
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http://www.cmo.com/adobe-digital-insights/articles/2016/10/19/adi-holiday-predictions-report-2016.html#gs.dMXhVRw

2016 Holiday Shopping: Up-To-The-Minute Data From ADI
http://www.cmo.com/adobe-digital-insights/articles/2016/11/8/2016-holiday-shopping-up-to-the-minute-data-from-adi.html#gs.r7DcX
gQ

ADI: Holiday 2016 Unwraps New Online Shopping Behaviors
http://www.cmo.com/adobe-digital-insights/articles/2017/1/13/adi-holiday-2016-recap-report.html#gs.53P0p0Y

A New MailChimp Record: 1.5 Billion Emails on Black Friday
https://blog.mailchimp.com/a-new-mailchimp-record-1-5-billion-emails-on-black-friday/ 

7 Holiday Shopper Trends & Behaviors to Kick Off the 2017 Holiday Season
https://blog.marketing.rakuten.com/affiliate/7-holiday-shopper-trends-behaviors-2017-holiday-marketing

10 Ecommerce Stats from Black Friday, Cyber Monday, and Beyond
https://blogs.oracle.com/cx/commerce/10-ecommerce-stats-from-black-friday-cyber-monday-and-beyond

Mobile Retail Trends Report: Mobile Shopping & Influence During Cyber Week 2016
https://sbtresearch.com/assets/dashboard/uploads/media/pdf/Urban_Airship_Mobile_Retail_Trends_011317_(1).pdf 

Black Friday and Cyber Monday by the Numbers
https://sendgrid.com/blog/black-friday-cyber-monday-by-the-numbers/
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U.S. holiday season e-commerce spending from 2009 to 2016, by online shopping day (in 
million U.S. dollars)
https://www.statista.com/statistics/191176/us-holiday-season-e-commerce-spending-by-online-shopping-day/

Share of consumers in the United States who shopped online, in-store or both on Black Friday 
in 2016
https://www.statista.com/statistics/668500/us-black-friday-online-and-in-store-shopping/

Share of consumers in the United States who shopped online, in-store or both on Cyber 
Monday in 2016
https://www.statista.com/statistics/668563/us-cyber-monday-online-and-in-store-shopping/

Black Friday/Cyber Monday 2016: How mobile marketers built the biggest m-commerce 
weekend in history
https://www.tune.com/blog/black-fridaycyber-monday-2016-mobile-marketers-built-biggest-m-commerce-weekend-history/

The Census Bureau of the Department of Commerce (QUARTERLY RETAIL E-COMMERCE SALES 
2nd QUARTER 2017)
https://www2.census.gov/retail/releases/historical/ecomm/17q2.pdf

Black Friday and Cyber Monday Email Volume and Engagement (the Results Might Surprise 
You)
https://www.campaignmonitor.com/blog/email-marketing/2016/12/black-friday-cyber-monday-email-volume-engagement-results-mi
ght-surprise/

Online, Mobile Sales Outperform On Black Friday
https://sgbonline.com/online-mobile-sales-outperform-on-black-friday/

2016 U.S. holiday spending recap: Fastest growth in five years
https://usa.visa.com/dam/VCOM/global/partner-with-us/documents/2016-holiday-insight-web.pdf

PayPal: Nearly 1/3 of Thanksgiving and Black Friday shopping was done on mobile
https://venturebeat.com/2016/11/27/paypal-nearly-13-of-thanksgiving-and-black-friday-shopping-was-done-on-mobile/

Black Friday deals pulled in more shoppers, with record amounts spent via the Web
https://www.cnbc.com/2016/11/27/black-friday-deals-pulled-in-more-shoppers-but-they-spent-less-nrf-data-shows.html

SpendTrend Report: Holiday Season 2016
https://www.firstdata.com/en_us/all-features/spendtrend-holiday-season-2016.html

Holiday Shopping Trends for 2016
https://www.qualtrics.com/blog/2016-holiday-shopping-trends/
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For an author, it matters the most when his/her readers take out time 
for reading the shared piece of content along with an appreciation of 
the author’s work.

Last year I published an eBook for the Black Friday sales including the 
stats for the year 2015 and predictions for 2016. The Black Friday 
holiday season means the amalgamations of several holidays around 
the Black Friday such as Thanksgiving Day before Black Friday, and 
Cyber Monday, the next Monday after the Black Friday. 

Thus, the entire week becomes a ‘Peak Week’ for online as well as 
in-store shoppers rushing to shop by grabbing the top deals consisting 
of a lot of lucrative promos and discounts. 

In the current eBook, I have tried to show the trends and stats of the 
online sales on the Holiday season in the year of 2016. Based the data, 
I have tried to infer some useful insights and predictions to envision the 
active eCommerce merchants to prepare and reap the best out of it 
for holiday sales 2017.

The real motivations behind this hard work in this eBook are to save 
ever-busy eCommerce merchants from tons of browsing on the world 
of the web. I have simplified mind-boggling unstructured data into 
attractive yet comprehensive visuals and graphical presentations.

As some improvements from my last edition of 2016, I have depicted 
trends, prediction, checklists, and cloying advise in the steps to 
prepare eCommerce store for the holiday season to see streaming 
revenues with the heightened peaks.

Moreover, I have added some exclusive hints to plan the post-holiday 
eCommerce in meaningful ways. Therefore, I believe this eBook will 
contribute ecommerce merchants to keep ready for the Holiday Sales 
of 2017, as well as gratify the other readers who are a bit interested in 
ecommerce by-and-large.

Thank you very much all my beloved readers!

I also would like all to share your valuable feedback, comments, views, 
reviews, and suggestions to encourage me for the next addition in 
2018. Of course, you can share all at darshit@mconnectsolutions.com
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Thank You ...!
The ecommerce team at M-Connect Media is pleased to thank you for spending your valuable 

moments for reading and possibly giving your feedback. We would appreciate your efforts to go 
through detailed statistics and our inferences to provide you value adding suggestions to augment 

your upcoming holiday sales of 2017 and ahead.

Thank you very much again!
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